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A. Housing Constraints 

There are a number of potential factors that may affect the provision of adequate housing or access to 
opportunities for current and future residents in the City of Brentwood. These factors may include 
governmental and nongovernmental constraints, such as: 

 Nongovernmental Constraints: 
o Land costs 
o Constructions costs 
o Availability of financing 

 Governmental Constraints: 
o Land use controls 
o Development standards 
o Permitting processes and fees 
o Local ordinances 

 Infrastructure Constraints: 
o Dry utilities 
o Water supply 
o Fire and emergency services 
o Police Services 

 Environmental Constraints: 
o Geologic hazards 
o Flood hazards 
o Fire hazards 

Combined, these factors may create barriers for current and future residents to access adequate and 
affordable housing options, especially for low- and moderate-income households.  
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1. Nongovernmental Constraints 

Nongovernmental constraints largely affect the cost of housing in Brentwood and can produce barriers to 
housing production and affordability. These constraints may include real wages, the availability and cost 
of land for residential development, the demand for housing, financing and lending, construction costs, 
and the availability of labor, which can make it expensive for developers to build any housing and 
especially affordable housing. The following highlights the primary market factors that affect the 
production of housing in the City of Brentwood. 

Land Costs and Construction Costs 
Construction costs vary widely according to the type of development, with multi-family housing generally 
less expensive to construct than single-family homes. However, there is wide variation within each 
construction type, depending on the size of the unit and the number and quality of amenities provided. 
An indicator of construction costs is Building Valuation Data compiled by the International Code Council 
(ICC). The ICC updates the estimated cost of construction at six-month intervals and provides estimates 
for the average cost of labor and materials for typical Type VA wood-frame housing. Estimates are based 
on “good-quality” construction, providing for materials and fixtures well above the minimum required by 
state and local building codes. In August 2021, the IC estimated that the average per square-foot cost for 
good-quality housing was approximately $142.08 for multi-family housing, $157.66 for single-family 
homes, and $178.22 for residential care/assisted living facilities. Construction costs are also dependent 
upon materials and building height, as well as regulations set by the City’s adopted Building Code. 
Although construction costs are a significant portion of the overall development cost, they are consistent 
throughout the region and, especially when considering land costs, are not considered a major constraint 
to housing production in Brentwood. 

Land costs may also create a constraint to the development of affordable housing and represents a 
significant cost component in residential developments. Land costs may vary depending on whether the 
site is vacant or has an existing use that must be removed. Similarly, site constraints such as 
environmental issues (e.g., steep slopes, soil stability, seismic hazards, flooding) can be a factor in the 
cost of land. A March 2022 Zillow search for vacant lots sold between 2019 and 2022 returned 
approximately 50 lots ranging from 0.08 acres at $605,000 to 119 acres at $2,820,000. Based on the sale 
prices, the average lot size and cost per square foot was 8.65 acres and $46.04 per square foot. Table 3-
1 shows the acreage cost of vacant land in Brentwood compared to neighboring jurisdictions. In general, 
the cost of land in Brentwood does not create a constraint to the development of housing.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Availability of Financing 
The availability of financing in a community depends on a number of factors, including the type of lending 
institutions active in a community, lending practices, algorithms, rates, and fees charged, laws and 
regulations governing financial institutions, and equal access to such loans. Additionally, availability of 
financing affects a person’s ability to purchase or improve a home.  Under the Home Mortgage Disclosure 
Act (HMDA), lending institutions are required to disclose information on the disposition of loan 

Table 3-1: Average Vacant Land Cost 
Jurisdiction Lot Acreage Cost Per Square-Foot 

Antioch 4.03 acres $68.87 
Brentwood 8.65 acres $46.04 
Oakley 14.75 acres $14.65 
Pittsburg 0.47 acres $35.95 
Source: Zillow.com (Accessed March 4, 2022). DRAFT
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applications and the income, gender, and race of loan applicants. The primary concern in a review of 
lending activity is to determine whether home financing is available to all residents of a community, 
regardless of income, sex, race, or ethnicity.  The data presented in this section include the disposition of 
loan applications submitted to financial institutions for home purchase, home improvement, and 
refinancing in the San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland MSA/MD. 

Table 3-2 below displays the disposition of loan applications for the San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland 
MSA/MD per the 2020 Home Mortgage Discloser Act report. According to the data, applications in the 
100-119 percent of the MSA/MD median had the highest rates of loan approval. Within that income 
category, those who identify as White had the highest approval rates (74.5 percent), while those who 
identify as Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander and Black or African American had the lowest rates 
(64.2 and 64.6 percent, respectively). This trend remains fairly similar in all income categories. According 
to the data, applicants who identify as White were on average more likely than other race/ethnicities to 
receive a loan approval. On average, applicants who identify as White have approval rates approximately 
12 percent higher than the lowest approval rate of all Race or Ethnicity groups. Given the generally high 
rates of loan approvals, home financing is typically available and not considered to be a constraint to the 
provision and maintenance of housing in Brentwood. 
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Economic Constraints 
Market forces on the economy and the trickle-down effects on the construction industry can act as a 
barrier to housing construction and especially to affordable housing construction. It is estimated that 
housing price growth will continue in the City and the region for the foreseeable future. Moving into 2020, 
the economy was growing, California was seeing a 1.6 percent growth in jobs from 2019 and experiencing 
all-time lows for unemployment rates. The COVID-19 pandemic had stalled much of the economy in early 
2020; however, as Figure 3-1 shows, the Brentwood housing market has maintained overall growth. 

Table 3-2: Disposition of Loan Applications by Race/Ethnicity – San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland MSA/MD. 

Applications by Race/Ethnicity 
 Percent 

Approved 
 Percent 
Denied 

Percent 
Other(1) 

Total (Count) 

LESS THAN 50% OF MSA/MD MEDIAN 
American Indian and Alaska Native 36.4% 36.4% 30.6% 121 
Asian 45.5% 31.0% 25.3% 3320 
Black or African American 44.9% 28.9% 28.9% 1260 
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 44.9% 30.7% 24.4% 127 
White 50.3% 25.3% 28.0% 7678 
Hispanic or Latino 44.2% 30.7% 28.1% 2509 
50-79% OF MSA/MD MEDIAN 
American Indian and Alaska Native 53.3% 19.6% 31.5% 184 
Asian 66.2% 14.7% 24.9% 7727 
Black or African American 59.6% 17.9% 26.0% 2515 
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 58.8% 18.4% 24.8% 294 
White 68.2% 12.0% 24.6% 16372 
Hispanic or Latino 62.8% 15.4% 26.3% 5994 
80-99% OF MSA/MD MEDIAN 
American Indian and Alaska Native 66.2% 21.6% 16.2% 74 
Asian 69.8% 11.0% 22.4% 3236 
Black or African American 63.6% 14.3% 24.8% 819 
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 61.5% 15.6% 24.8% 109 
White 71.3% 9.4% 21.5% 6573 
Hispanic or Latino 66.7% 12.0% 23.9% 1933 
100-119% OF MSA/MD MEDIAN 
American Indian and Alaska Native 64.2% 17.3% 21.4% 173 
Asian 72.2% 9.1% 21.6% 11974 
Black or African American 64.6% 14.2% 23.8% 2258 
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 70.0% 10.8% 21.2% 297 
White 74.5% 7.7% 20.4% 18195 
Hispanic or Latino 68.1% 11.7% 22.9% 4327 
120% OR MORE OF MSA/MD MEDIAN 
American Indian and Alaska Native 65.8% 11.5% 23.3% 330 
Asian 71.4% 7.8% 23.5% 50498 
Black or African American 63.9% 12.9% 26.8% 3508 
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 66.0% 11.8% 24.6% 483 
White 73.4% 7.3% 22.5% 50678 
Hispanic or Latino 67.3% 10.2% 26.4% 5862 
Notes: 1. “Other” includes:  applications withdrawn, files closed for incompleteness, and purchased loans.  
Source: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Disposition of loan applications, by Ethnicity/Race of applicant, 2020.  DRAFT
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Figure 3-2 shows a decline in number of homes sold in Brentwood which may indicate a lack of inventory 
which contributes to higher median sale prices. 

Figure 3-1: Brentwood Housing Market Trends – Median Sale Price 2019-2022 

Source: Redfin, Brentwood Housing Market Trends (Accessed March 4, 2022). 

Figure 3-2: Brentwood Housing Market Trends – Number of Homes Sold 2019-2022 

Source: Redfin, Brentwood Housing Market Trends (Accessed March 4, 2022). 

  DRAFT
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A January 2022 California Association of Realtors (CAR) report found that single-family homes on the 
market in Contra Costa County had a median cost of $829,000 and experienced a year-to-year change of 
8.4 percent. Single-family homes on the market in the San Francisco Bay Area had the highest median cost 
in the State of California at $1,200,000. Single-family homes in Contra Costa County had a median cost of 
$765,580. 

According to a CAR First-Time Buyer Housing Affordability Index report for the fourth quarter of 2021, the 
median home price for a single-family home in Contra Costa County was $739,500 with monthly payments 
of $3,490 (including taxes and insurance). This required a minimum qualifying income of $104,700. In 
comparison, the median cost for a single-family home in California was $677,850 with monthly payments 
of $3,200 and a minimum qualifying income of $96,000.  

2. Governmental Constraints 

In addition to market constraints, local policies and regulations also affect the price and affordability of 
housing and the provision of affordable housing. Policies and regulations may make it difficult to meet the 
demand for affordable housing and limit supply in the region. Regulations related to environmental 
protection, building codes, and other topics may have significant, often adverse, impacts on housing cost 
and affordability.  

While the City of Brentwood has no control over State and Federal policies and regulations that affect 
housing, the City’s Housing Element can address local policies and regulations which create a constraint 
on the development of housing, and particularly affordable housing.  

Land Use Controls 
Jurisdictions in California are required by Law to prepare a comprehensive, long-term General Plan to 
guide future development. The Land Use Element of the General Plan establishes permitted land uses and 
development density throughout the City of Brentwood. These land uses provide a wide variety of housing 
types throughout the City, while also ensuring compatibility between neighboring uses. Table 3-3 lists the 
land uses that permit residential developments and their density ranges – this information is readily 
available on the City’s website, in compliance with State transparency requirements. 

The City’s Zoning Code establishes the following residential zone districts: 

 Ranchette Estate (RE) - The purpose of the Ranchette Estate zone is to provide semirural 
residential areas to serve as a buffer or transition between higher density urban residential 
development and productive agricultural uses or adjacent urban communities. The RE zone 
provides areas where single-family residences and facilities for limited numbers of livestock and 
small farming operations may be located. The RE zone permits a maximum of 1 single-family 
dwelling per parcel. 

Table 3-3: Residential Land Uses and Density Ranges 
 General Plan Land Uses  Density Range Mid-Range 

Ranchette Estate (RE) < 1 unit/acre N/A 
Residential Very Low Density (R-VLD) 1.1 – 3 units/acre 2 units/acre 
Residential Low Density (R-LD) 1.1 – 5 units/acre 3 units/acre 
Residential Medium Density (R-MD) 5.1 – 11 units/acre 8 units/acre 
Residential High Density (R-HD) 11.1 – 20 units/acre 15.5 units/acre 
Residential Very High Density (R-VHD) 20.1 – 30 units/acre N/A 
Source: City of Brentwood General Plan, Land Use Element. DRAFT
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 Single-Family Residential Estate (R-1-E) - The purpose of the Single-Family Residential Estate 
zone is to provide for large single-family residential parcels in an identifiable, suburban residential 
neighborhood. The R-1-E zone provides areas where single-family residences and common 
facilities for large livestock may be located if planned and provided for within the design of the 
subdivision and approved by the City. The R-1-E zone permits single-family dwelling units not 
exceeding a density of two dwelling units per gross acre. 

 Single-Family Residential (R-1) - The purpose of the Single-Family Residential zone is to provide 
areas for three-and-one-half dwelling units per gross acre and areas of different lot sizes through 
the use of the R-1-6, R-1-8, R-1-10 and R-1-12 subzones and the specific regulations for each 
subzone as specified in this chapter. 

 Moderate Density Multifamily Residential (R-2) - The purpose of the Moderate Density 
Multifamily Residential zone is to encourage the development of more affordable and innovative 
housing primarily for duplexes, triplexes, townhouses and single-family attached or detached 
homes on smaller lots. The R2 zone permits duplex, triplex, apartments and other small 
multifamily structures; townhouses and single-family attached homes; all not exceeding a density 
of nine dwellings per gross acre. 

 High Density Multifamily Residential (R-3) - The purpose of the High Density Multifamily 
Residential zone is to provide appropriate areas for apartments or condominiums in close 
proximity to the central business district. The R-3 zone permits duplex, triplex, townhouses, 
apartments and other multifamily structures not exceeding a density of sixteen dwelling units per 
gross acre. 

In addition to the identified primary residential use zones, the City allows mixed-use residential 
development in other districts in order to increase development near transit corridors and essential 
resources. The following districts permit mixed-use residential uses: 

 Commercial Office Residential (COR) - The Commercial Office Residential zone is a mixed-use 
zone allowing administrative and professional offices in conjunction with residential uses. This 
mix of uses may be separate buildings on one site or separate areas in a building (such as ground 
floor professional/administrative offices with apartments above). The primary use of the site shall 
be devoted to office usage and residential densities may be within any of the residential density 
ranges of the Land Use Element.  

 Commercial Residential (CR) - The Commercial Residential zone is a mixed-use zone allowing 
commercial as the primary use and residential as a permitted, optional secondary use. This mix of 
uses may be separate buildings on one site or separate areas in a building (such as appropriate 
ground floor shops and offices with apartments above). Densities may be within any of the 
residential density ranges of the Land Use Element.  

 Brentwood Boulevard (BB) –   The purpose and intent of the Brentwood Boulevard zone is to 
transform the auto-oriented former State Route 4 corridor into a more traditional boulevard with 
distinctive, unique, front-facing buildings as reflected in the Brentwood Boulevard specific plan 
(BBSP). The BBSP also promotes comfortable walkways and generous landscaping to provide an 
active, inviting, and attractive location for residents, workers, and visitors. Brentwood Boulevard 
within the boundaries of the BB zone is a distinguished portion of the city that extends between 
the city limits at Delta Road on the north and the downtown at Second Street on the south. The 
BBSP provides for a cohesive arrangement of uses, building types, frontage treatments, and street 
designs that function as integral parts of a single urban structure. Taken together, the expectation 
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is that the structure over time will result in an area comprised of an attractive and desirable 
streetscape environment along which well-designed buildings are located behind generous 
amounts of continuous landscaping and open space. The result is a prominent setting for new 
development and a framework for new neighborhood and workplace districts along one of the 
city’s most visible corridors. 

 Priority Area One (PA-1) – The Priority Area One zone is a mixed-use zone and one of the City’s 
primary future employment centers, offering individuals and businesses access and opportunities 
to create high-quality jobs across a diverse array of industries. The PA-1 zone will assist the City 
towards achieving its goal of a healthy jobs-to-housing balance, reducing commute times for 
residents, and establishing new opportunities for economic growth and employment within the 
city. 

Variety of Housing Types Permitted 
California Housing Element Law mandates jurisdictions must make sites available through zoning and 
development standards to promote the development of a variety of housing types for all socioeconomic 
levels of the populations. Housing types include single-family homes, multi-family housing, accessory 
dwelling units, factory-built homes, mobile-homes employee and agricultural work housing, transitional 
and supportive housing, single-room occupancy (SROs), and housing for persons with disabilities. Table 3-
4 shows the various housing types permitted throughout the City of Brentwood in zoning districts which 
permit housing or care facility uses. The City of Brentwood is in compliance with all transparency 
requirements and all zoning information, development standards, and fees are available on the City’s 
website and at the Planning Department Counter. 
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Table 3-4: Permitted Residential Uses by Zoning District 

Residential Uses 
Residential 

RE R-1-E R-1 R-2 R-3 COR CR BB PA-1 A-10 A-20 AP 
Single-Family P P P P P C C SP1 SP2 P P P 
Manufactured Homes P P P P P C C SP  SP  P P P 
Accessory Dwelling Unit P P P P P C C SP  SP  P P P 
Duplex, Triplex, Apartments - - - P P C C SP  SP  - - - 
Small Multifamily Structures - - - P P C C SP  SP  - - - 
Multifamily Structures - - - C P C C SP  SP  - - - 
Senior Housing      C C SP SP    
Secondary Housing Units C C C P P C C SP  SP  C C C 
Mobile Home Parks C C C C C C C SP  SP  - - - 
Subdivisions3  - C C P P C C SP  SP  - - - 
Small Residential Care Facilities4 P P P P P C C SP  SP  P P P 
Large Residential Care Facilities5 C C C C C C C SP  SP  C C C 
Rooming and Boarding - - - P P C C SP  SP  - - - 
Emergency Shelters6 - - - - - - - SP  SP  - - - 
Transitional Housing  P P P P P C C SP  SP  - - - 
Supportive Housing  P P P P P C C SP  SP  - - - 
Single Room Occupancy - - - - - C C SP  SP  - - - 
Farmworker Housing - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Low Barrier Housing - - - - - - - - - - - - 
P – Permitted                                                         
(-)  – Not Permitted 
C – Conditionally Permitted                                 
SP – Specific Plan 
Notes: 

1. Detached single-family units are prohibited within 150 feet of the Brentwood Boulevard right-of-way 
2. Only allowed in High Density Residential area 
3. Subdivisions having a reduced lot size, patio houses, row houses, apartments and similar housing developments provided as follows: 1) The entire parcel or a 

group of parcels are master planned, 2) any increases in density are offset by lessor densities or greater lot sizes within the development or through the 
provision of permanent open space so that the overall density is within the range of 1.1 to six dwelling units per gross acre. 

4. Includes any small family home—adults, social rehabilitation center—small, small family day home—adults or family day care—small 
5. Includes any large family home—adults, group home—children or adults, social rehabilitation center—large, day care center—adults or children. 
6. Emergency Shelters are permitted in subarea C of PD-38. 

Source: City of Brentwood Municipal Code DRAFT
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Single-Family Dwelling 
A single-family dwelling is defined as a detached building designed for and/or used exclusively for 
residence purposes by one family. An attached single-family dwelling is defined as a building designed for 
and/or used exclusively for residence purposes by one family and joined structurally along a common wall 
and property line to another like dwelling unit. Single-family dwellings are permitted as a primary use in 
RE, R-1-E, R-1, R-2, R-3, A-10, A-20, and AP zones. Detached single-family dwellings are prohibited within 
150 feet of the Brentwood Boulevard right-of-way but attached single-family dwellings are allowed. 
Single-family dwellings are allowed with a CUP in the COR and CR zones. 

Multiple-Family Dwelling 
A multiple-family dwelling is defined as a building or portion thereof designed for and/or used exclusively 
for residence purposes by two or more families living independently of one another to include the terms 
duplex, triplex, and apartment. Small multi-family dwellings such as Duplex, Triplex, and Apartments are 
permitted as a primary use in R-2, R-3, BB, and PA-1 zones. Small multi-family dwellings such as Duplex, 
Triplex, and Apartments are allowed with a CUP in the COR and CR zones. Multi-family structures are 
permitted as a primary use in R-3, BB, and PA-1 zones. Multi-family structures are allowed with a CUP in 
R-2, COR, and CR zones. 

Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) 
An accessory dwelling unit is defined as an attached or detached residential dwelling unit that provides 
complete independent living facilities for one or more persons and is located on a parcel with a proposed 
or existing primary dwelling. It shall include permanent provisions for living, sleeping, eating, cooking, and 
sanitation on the same parcel as the single-family or multifamily dwelling is or will be situated. An 
accessory dwelling unit also includes the following: 

1. An efficiency unit, as defined in Section 17958.1 of the California Health and Safety Code; and 
2. A manufactured home, as defined in Section 18007 of the California Health and Safety Code. 

Accessory Dwelling Units are permitted as a primary use in in RE, R-1-E, R-1, R-2, R-3, PA-1 A-10, A-20, and 
AP zones. Accessory Dwelling Units are allowed with a CUP in the COR and CR zones. A program is included 
in Section 4: Housing Plan to review and, as necessary, amend the ADU ordinance to comply with State 
law.   

Manufactured Home, Mobile Home, Modular Home 
Manufactured homes, mobile homes or modular homes are defined as a single-family housing units, 
which are commonly referred to as mobile homes, manufactured homes or modular homes, and which 
are certified under the National Mobile Home Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974, and which 
are to be placed on a foundation system, pursuant to Section 18551 of the Health and Safety Code or 
constructed in accordance with the appropriate Uniform Building Code, Plumbing Code, Electrical Code, 
etc., that has been adopted and is in effect within the City of Brentwood. Manufactured Homes, Mobile 
Homes, and Modular Homes are permitted as a primary use in RE, R-1-E, R-1, R-2, R-3, A-10, A-20, and AP 
zones. Manufactured Homes, Mobile Homes, and Modular Homes are allowed with a CUP in the COR and 
CR zones. 

Mobile Home Park 
A group home is defined as any area or tract of land where two or more mobile home lots are rented or 
leased or held out for rent or lease to accommodate mobile homes used for human habitation. The rental 
paid for any such mobile home shall be deemed to include rental for the lot it occupies. Mobile Home 
Parks are allowed with a CUP in RE, R-1-E, R-1, R-2, R-3, COR, and CR zones. 
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Residential Care Facility 
A small residential care facility is defined as any small family home used as a social rehabilitation center 
or adult or family day care. A large residential care facility is defined as any large family home used as an 
adult or child group home, social rehabilitation center, and adult or child day care center. Small Residential 
Care Facilities are permitted as a primary use in RE, R-1-E, R-1, R-2, R-3, BB, and AP A-10, A-20, and PA-1 
zones. Small Residential Care Facilities are allowed with a CUP in the COR and CR zones. Large Residential 
Care Facilities are allowed with a CUP in RE, R-1-E, R-1, R-2, R-3, COR, CR, BB, PA-1, A-10, A-20, and AP 
zones 

Supportive Housing 
Supportive Housing is defined as housing with no limit on length of stay, that is occupied by the target 
population, and that is linked to on-site or off-site services that assist the supportive housing resident in 
retaining the housing, improving his or her health status, and maximizing his or her ability to live and, 
when possible, work in the community. Supportive housing is considered a residential use and is subject 
only to the restrictions and standards that apply to other residential dwellings of the same type (e.g., 
single-family residence(s) or multifamily development) in the same zone. Supportive Housing is permitted 
as a primary use in RE, R-1-E, R-1, R-2, R-3, and PA-1 zones. Supportive Housing is allowed with a CUP in 
the COR and CR zones. 

Transitional Housing 
Transitional Housing is defined as buildings configured as rental housing developments but operated 
under program requirements that call for the termination of assistance and recirculation of the assisted 
unit to another eligible program recipient at some predetermined future point in time, which shall be no 
less than six months. Transitional housing is considered a residential use and is subject only to the 
restrictions and standards that apply to other residential dwellings of the same type (e.g., single-family 
residence(s) or multifamily development) in the same zone. Transitional Housing is permitted as a primary 
use in RE, R-1-E, R-1, R-2, R-3, and PA-1 zones. Transitional Housing is allowed with a CUP in the COR and 
CR zones. 

Emergency Shelter 
An emergency shelter is defined as housing with minimal supportive services for homeless persons that 
is limited to occupancy of six months or less by a homeless person. No individual or household may be 
denied emergency shelter because of an inability to pay.  

In 2015, the City adopted a chapter in the Zoning Code addressing emergency shelters. An amendment to 
the Planned Development 38 Zone (PD-38) now allows emergency shelters as a permitted use within 
Subarea C of the zone. There are three parcels within Subarea C, covering approximately 17 acres. The 
parcels sizes are 0.47, 4.53, and 12.0 acres respectively. Of the three parcels, two are currently vacant and 
cumulatively total five acres. All Planned Development 38 zoning districts and Subareas are reflected in 
Figure 3-3. 

The City’s Zoning Code states that an emergency shelter must meet the standards set forth in Chapter 
17.770 “Emergency Shelters” and must be approved ministerially and without discretionary review or a 
public hearing when proposed within a permitted zone. All new construction must comply with the 
commercial and industrial land use regulations for the underlying district in which the emergency shelter 
will be located. Construction of a new structure or exterior modification of an existing structure for an 
emergency shelter must also be subject to a ministerial design review process. The City’s Zoning Code 
DRAFT
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requires each emergency shelter have a minimum of two off-street parking spaces plus one additional off-
street parking space for each ten beds, or fraction thereof.  

Figure 3-4 shows the location of hazardous waste generators and hazardous waste percentile for the 
region surrounding the PD-38 zoning district. According to CalEnviroScreen 4.0, this indicator is calculated 
by considering the number of permitted Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facilities (TSDFs), generators of 
hazardous waste or chrome plating facilities, the weight of each generator or site, and the distance to the 
census tract. The figure shows the hazardous waste generators located near the PD-38 zoning district. As 
of May 2022, these generators include Walgreens Pharmacy (which disposed of hazardous waste into 
company trash bins between 2013 and 2020 that were going to municipal landfills not authorized to 
accept hazardous waste. The items included over-the-counter and prescription medication, electronic 
devices, batteries, aerosol products, and cleaning agents), Target (which had improper storage, 
transportation and disposal of bleach, paint, pesticides, batteries, lightbulbs, and other hazardous 
materials in the past), and Banfield Pet Hospital. 
 
Figure 3-5 shows the location of cleanup sites and cleanup site percentile for the region surrounding the 
PD-38 zoning district. According to CalEnviroScreen 4.0, This indicator is calculated by considering the 
number of cleanup sites including Superfund sites on the National Priorities List (NPL), the weight of each 
site, and the distance to the census tract. The figure shows one cleanup site located in Subarea C of the 
PD-38 zoning district. As of May 2022, the potential contaminants of concern are Benzene, 
Bromodichloromethane, and Chloroform in the soil and soil vapor. The site was an orchard from 1939 to 
the 1970s. The Sun Recycling Center was formerly located on the western portion of the site but has since 
been demolished. 
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Figure 3-3: Brentwood Zoning Map – Planned Development 38 Zoning District (PD-38) 

 
Source: City of Dublin Zoning MapDRAFT
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Figure 3-4: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 – Hazardous Waste  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 
Figure 3-5: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 – Cleanup Sites 
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Additionally, the PD-38 district is located near existing commercial and retail resources, as well as existing 
public transportation routes. Figure 3-6 shows the Tri Delta Transit routes located near the PD-38 zoning 
district and the transit routes and stops running through the area. As the figure shows, the PD-38 zoning 
district and potential emergency shelter occupants are located within a short distance to public 
transportation with destinations throughout the City and the Bay Area region.  

Brentwood is served primarily by the Tri Delta Transit (Eastern Contra Costa Transit Authority). Tri-Delta 
Transit provides local public transportation including a Dimes-A-Ride bus program that services 
Brentwood for 20 cents per ride. Other special offers for Tri Delta Transit include a 20-Ride Pass offer, 
where commuters can buy one 20-Ride Pass and get one free, and a $20 Clipper Card Offer, where 
commuters can pledge to try transit as an alternative to driving alone to work or campus and receive a 
pre-loaded $20 Clipper card.  

Besides Brentwood, the buses stop in Antioch, Oakley, Byron, Discovery Bay, Bay Point, Pittsburg, 
Martinez, and Concord. The transit authority operates local and express routes on weekdays, and local 
routes on weekends/holidays. Major transfer points for majority of Tri Delta Transit’s routes include:  

 Brentwood Park & Ride in Brentwood 
 Antioch eBART Station in Antioch 
 Pittsburg Center BART Station in Pittsburg 
 Pittsburg/Bay Point BART Station in Pittsburg 
 Los Medanos College in Pittsburg 

Tri Delta Transit routes allow Brentwood residents access to the Bay Area region via BART. Tri Delta Transit 
operates 21 bus lines at different times. On weekdays, 16 bus lines operate throughout the cities of 
Pittsburg, Antioch, Oakley, Brentwood, and far-west of Martinez, California. On weekends, only 5 bus lines 
operate throughout cities of Pittsburg, Antioch, Oakley, and Brentwood only. Weekend bus-lines tend to 
be longer to cover segments of many weekday-bus lines.  

Future transportation proposals would facilitate increased accessibility to the rest of the region. An eBART 
expansion has been considered in the City and would help connect Brentwood to the greater BART system. 
The potential eBART station locations have been discussed with the City focusing on a newly designated 
location with PA-1.
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Figure 3-6: Transit Routes – Tri Delta Transit System Map 

Source: 511 Tri Delta Transit – System MapDRAFT
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Farmworker Housing 
California Health and Safety Code Sections 17021.5 and 17021.6 require agricultural employee housing to 
be permitted by-right, without a conditional use permit (CUP), in single-family zones for six or fewer 
persons and in agricultural zones with no more than 12 units or 36 beds. A program is included in Section 
4: Housing Plan to ensure the City’s development standards allow farmworker housing by-right, without 
a CUP, in single-family zones for six or fewer persons, as well as employee housing consisting of no more 
than 12 units or 36 beds in the same manner as other agricultural uses in the same zone. 

Low Barrier Navigation Centers 
AB 101 states that “Legislature finds and declares that low barrier navigation center developments are 
essential tools for alleviating the homelessness crisis in this state and are a matter of statewide concern.” 
Low barrier navigation centers are defined as a Housing First, low-barrier, service-enriched shelter focused 
on moving people into permanent housing that provides temporary living facilities while case managers 
connect individuals experiencing homelessness to income, public benefits, health services, shelter, and 
housing. Low barrier navigation centers are required as a use by-right in areas zoned for mixed uses and 
nonresidential zones permitting multifamily uses if it meets specified requirements. The Brentwood 
Zoning Code does not address low barrier navigation centers by definition. A program is included in 
Section 4: Housing Plan to adopt and implement procedures and regulations to process low-barrier 
navigation centers, including establishing a ministerial approval process. 

Residential Development Standards 
The City’s Zoning Code establishes regulations and development standards for each residential district to 
provide a range of housing types. All information regarding the City’s zoning and development standards 
are available to the public on the Brentwood City website pursuant to Government Code §65940.1 
(a)(1)(B).  

These standards and regulations are intended to create, preserve, and enhance residential neighborhood 
sites for a range of development types and lifestyles. The residential zoning guidelines and development 
standards are intended to: 

 Provide appropriately located areas for a variety of residential neighborhoods to meet the 
housing needs of the Brentwood community; 

 Provide for a range of housing types and housing alternatives for all economic segments of the 
community; 

 Encourage the provision of attractive and stimulating surroundings that will make Brentwood’s 
residential areas enjoyable places to live; and 

 Protect residential areas from the intrusion of incompatible uses or activities which may impair 
the livability of a neighborhood.  

The City established development standards to regulate development throughout the City through its 
Zoning Code. The development standards include minimum requirements for lot size and lot widths and 
maximum construction standards for height, lot coverage, and density. Table 3-5 below provides the 
standards applicable to each zoning district in Brentwood that permits residential development. DRAFT
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Table 3-5: Brentwood Development Standards - Dimensions 

Zone 

Min. Dimensions  
(Sq. Ft.) 

Min. Yard Setbacks (Feet) Construction Standards 

Lot Size 1 
Lot 

Width1 
Front Side 2 Rear  

Max. 
Height 
(Feet) 

Max. Lot 
Coverage  
(Percent) 

Min. 
Density 

RE 43,560/ac 140 20 20 40 35 -- 1 du/ac 
R-1-E 14,500 100 20 153 30 35 -- 2 du/ac 
R-1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 3.5 du/ac 
R-1-6 6,000 60 20 153 20 35 -- 3.5 du/ac 
R-1-8 8,000 70 20 203 20 35 -- 3.5 du/ac 
R-1-10 10,000 80 20 253 20 35 -- 3.5 du/ac 
R-1-12 12,000 90 20 303 20 35 -- 3.5 du/ac 
R-2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2 du/ac 
Apartment 6,000 50 15 153 20 30 -- 2 du/ac 
Single-Family 3,700 37.5 20 123 20 30 -- 2 du/ac 
Apartments 
and attached 
single-family 
dwellings 

6,000 50 15 153 20 30 40% 2 du/ac 

R-3 6,000 70 10 153 20 36 40% 4 du/ac 
COR 7,500 50 10 20 20 35 49% 4 

CR 43,560/ac5 -- 10 10 10 30 49% 4 

BB6 2,000 -- 10 0 10 40 80% 5 du/ac 
PA-17 1,600 25 10 5 20 35 80% 10 du/ac 
PEC8 -- -- -- -- -- -- 49% -- 

A-10 10 acres 300 50 25 50 35 -- 
1 

du/parcel 

A-20 20 acres 500 50 25 50 35 -- 
1 

du/parcel 

AP 20 acres 500 50 25 50 35 -- 1 
du/parcel 

1. Standard 
2. Interior side yard 
3. Sum of both sides 
4. Within any of the residential density ranges of the general plan land use element provided the entire parcel or a group of 
parcels are master planned 
5. A master planned project may be subdivided into parcels having a minimum lot area of ten thousand square feet 
6. Based on High Density Residential Development Standards in the Brentwood Boulevard Specific Plan 
7. Based on High Density Residential Development Standards in the Priority Area 1 Specific Plan 
8. According to adopted Specific Plan 
Source: City of Brentwood Zoning Code 
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Yard Requirements 
The Brentwood Zoning Code defines a yard as an open area between a wall or other facility and the 
nearest lot line and measured perpendicular from the line, on a horizontal plane, to the wall of the facility; 
including the front yard, side yard and rear yard, or space between structures. The yard requirements as 
established in Table 3-5 above are not considered a constraint to the development of housing and are 
similar to that of the region.  

Lot Coverage and FAR 
The Brentwood Zoning Code defines lot coverage as the percentage of total site area covered by the main 
building and all accessory buildings, open or enclosed. Lot coverage is regulated in order to avoid 
nuisances from inappropriate and excessive massing or density in a particular zoning district. Floor area is 
defined as the entire floor area of a building. The floor area includes not only the ground floor area but 
also any additional stories or basement of the building. All horizontal dimensions shall be taken from the 
exterior faces of walls, including enclosed porches. The City does not set Floor Area Ratios (FAR) for 
standalone residential structures. This may however apply in certain planned and also mixed-use 
developments. FAR is the ratio of floor area to the total lot area and is used to limit the maximum floor 
area on a particular site. A 0.50 FAR for a 10,000 square foot lot would allow a 5,000 square foot building. 
The FAR requirements limit the usable floor area to limit the bulk of a building in comparison to the land, 
other buildings, and public facilities in the area. 

The lot coverage limits as established in Table 3-5 above are not considered a constraint to the 
development of housing and are similar to that of the region.  

Maximum Building Heights 
The building height refers to the vertical distance above the finish grade and is measured to the highest 
point of roof. The maximum building height in the residential zoning districts of Brentwood range from 30 
feet to 36 feet and 30 feet to 45 feet in mixed-use projects. Setting limits to the height of buildings avoids 
bulking and potential nuisances on neighboring properties – relating to privacy and/or sunlight and shade. 
This requirement also ensures a compatibility and similar aesthetic amongst uses. Residential 
developments in the R-2 and R-3 zones are able to meet the maximum density limit while complying with 
the height limits and the remaining development standards shown in Table 3-5. Specifically, a proposed 
3-story multi-family development on a one-acre lot in the R3 zone can meet the setback and lot coverage 
requirements and be able to build approximately 16 units each measuring 1,000 square feet; as the 
maximum density is 16 dwelling units per acre, the maximum building height limits is shown not to impede 
the development of multi-family developments.  

Parking Standards 
Sufficient off-street parking must be provided to avoid street overcrowding. This is maintained through 
the establishment on parking requirements, which fluctuate depending on the land use/housing type and 
the number of bedrooms. Table 3-6 provides the parking requirements specific to the City of Brentwood. 
Parking standards in Brentwood are similar, and less in certain instances, to that of the neighboring 
communities. Therefore, parking standards are not considered a constraint to development of residential 
projects.  DRAFT
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Table 3-6: Required Parking Spaces for Residential Uses 
Residential Uses Minimum Number of Spaces Required per Unit 

Single-Family Dwelling 2 spaces in garage  

Accessory Dwelling Units 
1 space per ADU with exceptions found in Zoning Code Article lll Chapter 
17.100.005 Section 11.B 

Multiple-Family Dwellings 

Two- and Three-
Family Dwellings 

2 assigned spaces for each dwelling unit, all of 
which shall be covered 

Four- and More 
Family Dwellings 

Parking shall be provided for each dwelling unit in 
an apartment complex at a ratio of 1 assigned 
space which shall be covered plus 1 common space 
which may be uncovered 

Condominium or Similar Single-
Family Residence Projects 

Two assigned spaces which shall be enclosed within a garage, and two 
common 

Senior Housing (congregate care, 
senior apartments, subsidized 
housing, residential care) 

Subject to conditional use permit approval 

Emergency Shelters 
Minimum of two off-street parking spaces plus one additional off-street 
parking space for each ten beds, or fraction thereof 

Other Parking Requirements 

Mobile home 
park 

2 assigned spaces on each mobile home lot, 1 of 
which shall be covered, plus 1 of which may be 
covered, plus one common space for each 2 
mobile home lots which may be uncovered 

Boardinghouse 
1 space for each sleeping unit plus the required 
spaces for ancillary eating and drinking places, 
places of assembly or retail trade 

 
The City’s parking requirements fluctuate depending on land use and intensity. The minimum parking 
requirements in the R-3 zoning district for a 20-unit project on one acre is 20 covered parking spaces and 
20 common space parking spaces which may be uncovered. Assuming a standard 9-foot by 18-foot parking 
space (162 square-feet per space), parking requirements total about 6,420 square-feet. Using the 
estimated cost of $46.04 per square-foot (based on the market analysis done above) parking for a 1-acre 
development in the R-3 zone can cost about $298,339.  

City of Brentwood parking standards requires 20 parking spaces to be covered; construction costs can be 
higher for covered parking, parking structures, and/or below ground parking. The required parking 
standards are consistent or lower than neighboring jurisdictions but the cost of land in the City is more 
expensive than some surrounding jurisdictions. The cost of developing parking based on the City’s 
requirements for multi-family housing can be considered a constraint to the development of housing. 
However, developers may receive concessions or incentives in the form of parking reduction for the 
development of housing affordable to low- and very low-income households as provided in the State 
Density Bonus Law section. 

Housing for Persons with Disabilities 
Both the Federal Fair Housing Amendment Act (FHAA) and the California Fair Employment and Housing 
Act direct require governments to make reasonable accommodations (that is, modifications or 
exceptions) in their zoning laws and other land use regulations to afford disabled persons an equal 
opportunity to housing. State law also requires cities to analyze potential and actual constraints to the 
development, maintenance, and improvement of housing for persons with disabilities. 
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The Housing Element Update must also include programs that remove constraints or provide reasonable 
accommodations for housing designed for persons with disabilities. The analysis of constraints must touch 
upon each of three general categories: 1) zoning/land use; 2) permit and processing procedures; and 3) 
building codes and other factors, including design, location, and discrimination, which could limit the 
availability of housing for disabled persons.   

Reasonable Accommodations 
Reasonable accommodation in the land use and zoning context means providing individuals with 
disabilities or developers of housing for people with disabilities, flexibility in the application of land use 
and zoning and building regulations, policies, practices, and procedures, or even waiving certain 
requirements, when it is necessary to eliminate barriers to housing opportunities. For example, it may be 
reasonable to accommodate requests from persons with disabilities to waive a setback requirement or 
other standard of the Zoning Code to ensure that homes are accessible for the mobility impaired. Whether 
a particular modification is reasonable depends on the circumstances. 

The Brentwood Zoning Code allows a request for reasonable accommodation to be made by any person 
with a disability, their representative or any entity, when the application of a zoning law, building 
regulation, or other land use regulation, policy, or practice acts as a barrier to fair housing opportunities. 
The Brentwood Zoning Code defines an individual with a disability as any individual who has a physical 
or mental impairment that limits or substantially limits one or more major life activities, anyone who is 
regarded as having such impairment or anyone who has a record of such impairment.  

No applications for reasonable accommodations were received by the City during the 5th Planning Cycle. 

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 
Requests for reasonable accommodation shall be submitted on an application form provided by the 
Community Development Director, or in the form of a letter, to the director and shall contain the following 
information: 

 The applicant’s name, address, and telephone number; 

 Address of the property for which the request is being made; 
 The current actual use of the property; 
 The basis for the claim that the individual is considered disabled under the Acts; 
 The municipal code provision, zoning ordinance provision, or other regulation or policy from 

which reasonable accommodation is being requested; and  
 Why the reasonable accommodation is necessary to make the specific property accessible to the 

individual. 

If the project for which the request for reasonable accommodation is being made also requires some other 
discretionary approval, then the applicant shall file the information together for concurrent review with 
the application for discretionary approval.  

REVIEW PROCEDURE 
The Community Development Director, or designee, shall make a written determination within thirty 
calendar days and either grant, grant with modifications, or deny a request for reasonable 
accommodation. The written determination on whether to grant or deny the request for reasonable 
accommodation shall be also made by the authority responsible for reviewing the discretionary land use 
application in compliance with the applicable review procedure for the discretionary review. If necessary, 
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to reach a determination on the request for reasonable accommodation, the reviewing authority may 
request further information from the applicant consistent with the Acts, specifying in detail the 
information that is required. In the event that a request for additional information is made, the thirty-day 
period to issue a decision is stayed until the applicant responds to the request. 

The director may decide to allow the Planning Commission to determine whether to approve, 
conditionally approve, or deny an application for a minor reasonable accommodation if the Director finds 
that the reasonable accommodation involves significant controversy or extraordinary circumstances. 

FINDINGS AND DECISION 
The written decision to grant or deny a request for reasonable accommodation will be consistent with the 
Acts and shall be based on consideration of the following factors:  

 Whether the housing, which is the subject of the request, will be used by an individual with a 
disability protected under the Acts.  

 Whether the request for reasonable accommodation is necessary to make specific housing 
available to an individual with a disability under the Acts.  

 Whether the requested for reasonable accommodation would impose an undue financial or 
administrative burden on the city.  

 Whether the requested reasonable accommodation would require a fundamental alteration in 
the nature of a city program or law, including, but not limited to, land use and zoning. 

 Potential impact on surrounding uses. 
 Physical attributes of the property and structures 
 Alternative reasonable accommodations which may provide an equivalent level of benefit. 

In granting a request for reasonable accommodation, the reviewing authority may impose any conditions 
of approval deemed reasonable and necessary to ensure that the reasonable accommodation would 
comply with the findings required above. 

APPEAL OF DETERMINATION 
An applicant or any party with interest may appeal any determination of the Community Development 
Director to the Planning Commission if appropriate notice is given to the Community Development 
Department office within ten calendar days of the Director’s decision. The City shall charge a fee for costs 
involved in the appeal. The Planning Commission shall hear and determine any appeal within thirty days 
of such notice. 

An applicant or any party with interest may appeal any determination of the Planning Commission or 
other reviewer to the City Council if appropriate notice is given to the Community Development 
Department office within ten calendar days of the Planning Commission’s decision. The City shall charge 
a fee for costs involved in the appeal. The City Council shall hear and determine any appeal within thirty 
days of such notice. The decision of the City Council shall be deemed final. 

Definition of Family 
Under the right of privacy, the California Constitution prohibits a restrictive definition of “Family” which 
limits the number of unrelated persons and differentiates between related and unrelated individuals living 
together. The City’s Zoning Code defines “Family” as “the functional equivalent of a traditional family, 
whose members are an interactive group of persons jointly occupying a single dwelling unit including the 
joint use of and responsibility for common areas, sharing household activities and responsibilities such as 
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meals, chores, household maintenance, and expenses. If the dwelling unit is rented, this means that all 
adult residents have chosen to jointly occupy the entire premises of the dwelling unit, under a single 
written lease for the entire dwelling, with joint use and responsibility of the premises, and the makeup of 
the household occupying the unit is determined by the residents of the unit rather than by the landlord 
or property manager.” This definition does not limit the number of unrelated persons, nor does it 
differentiate between related and unrelated individuals living together.  

Planned Development Zones 
The Planned Development Zones (PD) are intended to encourage a mixture of uses, unusual building 
intensity or design characteristics, or variations in density including density between the midrange and 
upper end of land use designated by the general plan, which would not normally be permitted in a single 
use zone. The PD zones are used to implement specific plans by providing regulations for all or part of the 
area encompassed by each adopted specific plan. A PD Zone can be established on the following 
properties:  

 Any property in the City at such time an application for rezoning for a PD zone is made and to any 
property for which PD zoning is approved; and 

 To all or part of any area in the City for which a specific plan has been approved. 

Any and all compatible uses are permitted within the zoning regulations adopted for the specific PD zone; 
provided, however, no use shall be authorized which does not conform to the community development 
plan of the City of Brentwood and to any applicable specific plan. The development regulations shall be 
specified within the regulations adopted for the specific PD zone. Deviation from those regulations shall 
be permitted only through a zoning amendment or the grant of a variance. There are currently 70 PD 
zones in the City. 

Local Ordinances 
An ordinance is a law passed by a municipal government. Local ordinances are enacted to maintain or 
improve public safety, health, and general welfare. Locally adopted ordinances such as inclusionary 
ordinances or short-term rental ordinances may directly impact the cost and supply of residential 
development. Impacts may create governmental constraints to the development of housing and may 
hinder the City from meeting its share of the regional housing need and the need for housing for persons 
with disabilities, supportive housing, transitional housing, and emergency shelters. 

Affordable Housing Program 
Inclusionary housing ordinances are local zoning ordinances which either mandate or encourage housing 
developers to include a specified percentage of units affordable to lower and moderate-income 
households. Inclusionary Housing Ordinances bring affordable housing to market and increases types of 
housing available to different income levels.  

The City of Brentwood enforces an Affordable Housing Program which acts as the City’s inclusionary 
housing ordinance. The purpose of the Affordable Housing Program is to: 

 Enhance the public welfare and assure that further housing development contributes to the 
attainment of the City’s housing goals as described in the Housing Element of the General Plan, 
by creating, preserving, maintaining, and protecting housing affordable for households of very 
low-, low- and moderate-income; 

 Assure that the remaining developable land in the City’s planning area is utilized in a manner 
consistent with the City’s housing policies and needs; 
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 Increase the number of affordable housing units in Brentwood in recognition of the insufficient 
number of existing affordable housing units in relation to the community’s current and future 
needs; and 

 Assure that new affordable housing units that are constructed are distributed throughout the City 
as part of mixed-income developments in order to obtain the benefits that flow from 
economically diverse communities, increase access to opportunity, and affirmatively further fair 
housing. 

The Affordable Housing Program applies to all new residential developments of five or more lots or 
dwelling units designed and intended for residential occupancy. Developers of residential developments 
of five or more lots or dwelling units designed and intended for residential occupancy shall construct or 
make possible the construction of a minimum of 13 percent of the total number of dwelling units within 
the residential development as affordable units. Developers of residential developments consisting of five 
to nine dwelling units may either construct one low-income affordable unit, pay a fee equal to fifty percent 
of the low-income in-lieu fee, or provide an “alternative equivalent.” However, if all or any portion of a 
residential development of five to nine dwelling units is later re-subdivided into ten or more parcels or 
dwelling units, the City’s affordable housing requirement may not be satisfied by payment of an in-lieu 
fee. Alternative Equivalents include: 

 Payment of In-Lieu Fees; 
 Dedication of Vacant Developable Land; 
 Off-Site Construction of For-Sale or For-Rent Affordable Units or Conversion of Market-Rate For-

Sale or For-Rent Units to Affordable Units; 
 Dedication of Affordable Units to the City of Brentwood; or 
 Other Means of Fulfilling Affordable Housing Requirements subject to City Manager or designee 

approval. 

In residential development consisting of ten or more dwelling units, any decimal fraction less than 0.50 
dwelling units shall be disregarded and any decimal fraction equal to or greater than 0.50 dwelling units 
shall be construed as one dwelling unit. Table 3-7 below show the allocation of affordable units required 
by the Affordable Housing Program. 

Table 3-7: Allocation of Affordable Units to Income Levels 
Income Level Percentage Required 

Ownership and Rental Development 
Very Low-Income Households 6% 
Low-Income Households 4% 
Moderate-Income Households 3% 
Source: City of Brentwood Zoning Code 

 
The development community cites local ordinances such as inclusionary housing ordinances as constraints 
to development. There is evidence that the development of affordable units may increase overall 
development costs and cut developer’s profit margins. Increased costs may be passed on to market-rate 
owners and renters. In order to eliminate or reduce constraints in the development of housing in 
Brentwood, the City offers concessions and construction incentives. The city may offer incentives or 
financial assistance to encourage compliance with requirements of the Affordable Housing Program. Such 
incentives may include, but shall not be limited to, any of the following items, applied alone or in any 
combination upon the City Council’s finding that a developer has proven that the incentive is necessary 
to the financial feasibility of the residential development:  
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 Development Processing Fee Deferral; 
 Development Impact Fee Deferral; 
 Density Bonus; 
 Flexible Design Standards - including, but not limited to, the following: 

o Reduced lot sizes; 
o Reduced setback requirements; 
o Reduced open space requirements; 
o Construction of duets, duplexes, triplexes or fourplexes on corner lots within single-family 

areas; 
o Reduced landscaping requirements; 
o Reduced parking requirements; 
o Height restriction waivers. 

 Fast Track Processing; 
 Direct Financial Assistance; or 
 Additional Concessions and Incentives the City Council may consider, on a case-by-case basis, at 

its sole discretion. 

Due to concessions and construction incentives offered to developers, it has been determined that the 
Affordable Housing Program does not pose a constraint to the development or cost of housing in 
Brentwood. The concessions and construction incentives offered to developers in Brentwood often result 
in increased profit margins and project feasibility for developers.  

Growth Management  
Growth management is the use of a wide range of techniques to determine the amount, type, and rate of 
development desired by the community and to channel that growth into designated areas. A growth 
management system is commonly organized into a set of goals, objectives, policies, and performance 
standards that guide the physical development of a community. 

Growth management systems promote a variety of environmental, social, and economic goals, including 
balancing the service costs and revenues associated with development; protecting environmental and 
aesthetic qualities; encouraging the efficient use of land, water, and energy resources; preserving 
community identity; and protecting the economic base of the community. 

The City of Brentwood has adopted the Growth Management Element that is part of the General Plan. 
The Growth Management Element was adopted to ensure orderly and fiscally sustainable growth, while 
maintaining high levels of public services and infrastructure, and because Contra Costa County voters 
approved a 0.5% sales tax increase in November 1988, commonly known as “Measure C,” that includes 
both Transportation Improvement and Growth Management Programs (GMP). The overall goals of the 
Measure C program are: 

 To relieve congestion created by past development through road and transit improvements 
funded by the proceeds of the sales tax increase; and 

 To prevent future development decisions from resulting in the deterioration of public services 
and unacceptable traffic performance standards. 

To be eligible for its share of revenue generated under Measure C, the City of Brentwood must commit 
itself, as a matter of public policy, to carrying out the following objectives: 
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 Manage congestion by adopting and applying traffic service standards for streets, roads, and 
Regional Routes; and 

 Adopt policies for fire protection, police, parks, water, flood control, and sanitary sewer service 
level standards that will be met as the city grows. 

In November 2004, voters in Contra Costa County extended the Measure C sales tax until 2034 through 
the passage of Measure J. While this new measure retained many of the components of the Measure C 
GMP, some changes were made, most notably the requirement for the adoption of an Urban Limit Line 
(ULL) for each jurisdiction. On January 8, 2008, the City Council adopted the Contra Costa County Measure 
L Voter-Approved Urban Limit Line (Resolution No. 2008-3) as the City of Brentwood’s Urban Limit Line, 
which was approved by the majority of Brentwood voters in November 2006.  

Short-Term Rental Ordinance 
Short-term rentals are commonly defined as an accessory use of a primary residence for the purposes of 
providing temporary lodging for compensation for up to 30 days or less. The purpose of Short-Term Rental 
Ordinances is to establish regulations, standards, and a permitting process governing the renting or 
leasing of privately owned, visitor-serving dwelling units on a short-term basis. Short-Term Rental 
Ordinances are often established to safeguard residents by ensuring that short-term rental activities do 
not threaten the character of neighborhoods and that such short-term rental activities do not become a 
nuisance, or threaten the public health, safety, or welfare of neighboring properties.  

The City of Brentwood does not have a Short-Term Rental Ordinance. 

Density Bonus Ordinance 
In accordance with California State Government Code Section 65915, a housing development may 
increase the number of units above the maximum permitted and/or receive reductions in development 
standards in exchange for reserving units for very low-, low-income, and/or moderate-income households 
or for seniors. These units must be restricted to their level of affordable for at least 30 years through a 
deed-restricted affordable housing covenant. All Density Bonus information is available to the public and 
can be found in the City of Brentwood Zoning Code Chapter 17.720 Density Bonus Program.. According to 
the City’s Zoning Code, qualifying housing developments which satisfy at least one of the following 
categories or land dedication provisions listed below will be granted a density bonus: 

 At least 10 percent of the total units of a housing development for lower income households; 
 At least 5 percent of the total units of a housing development for very low or extremely low-

income households; 
 At least 10 percent of the total dwelling units in a common interest development, as defined in 

Civil Code Section 1351, are for households of moderate income, provided that all units are 
offered to the public for purchase; 

 A senior citizen project or a mobile home park that limits residency based on age requirements 
for housing older persons in compliance with Civil Code Section 51.2, 51.3, 798.76, or 799.5. 
(Senior citizen projects shall be restricted to occupancy by senior citizens in perpetuity.); 

 When an applicant for a residential development agrees to donate land to the city for very low-
income households; 

 When a development is the conversion of an existing apartment complex to a condominium 
complex and the applicant agrees to make at least thirty-three percent of the total units of the 
development affordable to moderate income households for thirty years, or fifteen percent of 
the total units of the proposed development affordable to lower income households for thirty 
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years, and agrees to pay for the administrative costs incurred by the city to process the application 
and to monitor the continued affordability and habitability of the affordable housing units; or 

 When an applicant proposes to construct a development that conforms to the requirements of 
Section 17.720.003 and includes a childcare facility located on the premises, or as part of, or 
adjacent to, the development. 

In addition to density bonuses, the City of Brentwood Zoning Code Chapter 17.720 allows for the 
incentives and concessions listed below to projects which meet the qualifying number of lower/very low-
/moderate-income units: 

 One incentive or concession for a project that includes: at least ten percent of the total units 
affordable to low-income households, at least five percent of the total units affordable to very 
low-income households, or at least ten percent of the total units affordable to households of 
moderate income in a common interest development; or 

 Two incentives or concessions for a project that includes: at least twenty percent of the total units 
affordable to low-income households, at least ten percent of the total units affordable to very 
low-income households, at least five percent of the total units affordable to extremely low-
income households, or at least twenty percent of the total units affordable to households of 
moderate income in a common interest development; or 

 A total of three incentives or concessions for a project that includes: at least thirty percent of the 
total units affordable to low-income households, at least fifteen percent of the total units 
affordable to very low-income households, or at least thirty percent of the total units affordable 
to households of moderate income in a common interest development. 

 One additional incentive for a project that is affordable to low-income households and provides 
any of the following: at least twenty-five percent of the units as three- or four-bedroom units, at 
least twenty-five percent of the units accommodate disabled persons and are set-aside for 
occupancy by disabled persons, or at least ten percent of the units are affordable to extremely 
low-income households. 

Types of incentives and concessions include any of the following: 

 A reduction in the site development standards that results in identifiable, financially sufficient, 
and actual cost reductions. The reduction may include, but is not limited to: 

o Reduced minimum lot size; 
o Reduced minimum lot width; 
o Reduced minimum setback; 
o Increased maximum building height; 
o Reduced onsite open-space requirement; 
o Increased maximum lot coverage; 
o Increased floor area ratio; or 
o Reduced parking requirement. 

 A reduction in architectural design requirements that exceeds the minimum building standards 
approved by the California Building Standards Commission in compliance with Health and Safety 
Code Section 18901 et seq., that would otherwise be required, that results in identifiable, 
financially sufficient, and actual cost reductions; 

 Approval of mixed-use development in conjunction with the proposed development if 
nonresidential uses will reduce the development cost of the residential portion of the proposed 
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development, and if the nonresidential uses are compatible with the proposed development and 
with existing or planned development in the area. 

 Expedited Project Processing. The project will receive expedited project processing, which will 
include: 

o Mandatory Pre-Development Review Meeting. An applicant requesting expedited project 
processing must participate in a mandatory pre-development review meeting prior to 
submittal of the project application and must pay all applicable pre-development meeting 
fees. 

o The review period(s) to determine completeness of the project application will be 
reduced from thirty calendar days to twenty-five calendar days. 

o Upon completion of project processing, including completion of the environmental 
document, if necessary, at the applicant’s request the city will schedule the project for a 
public hearing, if required, and for project consideration by the decision-making body. 

 Other regulatory incentives or concessions proposed by the applicant or the city that result in 
identifiable, financially sufficient, and actual cost reductions. 

 A direct financial contribution, waiver of fees, or reduction of fees, when financially feasible, at 
the sole discretion of the city council. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to require the 
provision of direct financial incentives for the development, including the provision of publicly 
owned land by the city or other waiver of fees or dedication requirements. (Ord. 943 § 6, 2015) 

In accordance with the City of Brentwood Zoning Code Chapter 17.720 Density Bonus Program, the 
following density bonus calculations in Table 3-8 through 3-11 will be applied to housing developments 
that meet the above criteria: 

Table 3-8: Very Low-Income Density Bonus Calculations 
Percentage Very Low-Income Units Percentage Density Bonus 

5 20 
6 22.5 
7 25 
8 27.5 
9 30 

10 32.5 
11 35 

Source: City of Brentwood Zoning Code 
 

Table 3-9: Low-Income Density Bonus Calculations 
Percentage Low-Income Units Percentage Density Bonus 

10 20 
11 21.5 
12 23 
13 24.5 
14 26 
15 27.5 
17 30.5 
18 32 
19 33.5 
20 35 

Source: City of Brentwood Zoning Code 
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Table 3-10: Moderate-Income Density Bonus Calculations 
Percentage Moderate-Income Units Percentage Density Bonus 

10 5 
11 6 
12 7 
13 8 
14 9 
15 10 
16 11 
17 12 
18 13 
19 14 
20 15 
21 16 
22 17 
23 18 
24 19 
25 20 
26 21 
27 22 
28 23 
29 24 
30 25 
31 26 
32 27 
33 28 
34 29 
35 30 
36 31 
37 32 
38 33 
39 34 
40 35 

Source: City of Brentwood Zoning Code 
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Table 3-11: Extremely Low and Very Low-Income Density Bonus 
Calculations—Land Donation 

Percentage Moderate-Income Units Percentage Density Bonus 
10 15 
11 16 
12 17 
13 18 
14 19 
15 20 
16 21 
17 22 
18 23 
19 24 
20 25 
21 26 
22 27 
23 28 
24 29 
25 30 
26 31 
27 32 
28 33 
29 34 
30 35 

Source: City of Brentwood Zoning Code 

The Government Code states that when an applicant for a tentative subdivision map, parcel map, or other 
residential development approval donates land to a city, county, or city and county in accordance with 
these subdivisions, the applicant shall be entitled to a 15 percent increased above the otherwise maximum 
allowable residential density for the entire development, as shown in Table 3-11. This increase may be 
added to the density bonuses listed above but may not exceed 35 percent. 

Until 2021, under Government Code Section 65915, known as the Density Bonus Law, the maximum bonus 
was 35 percent. California State Law AB 2345 states that all jurisdictions in California are required to 
process projects proposing up to 50 percent additional density as long as those projects provide the 
additional Below Market Rate units (BMR) in the “base” portion of the project, unless the locality already 
allows a bonus above 35 percent. The bill also lowered the BMR thresholds for concessions and incentives 
for projects with low-income BMRs. As of 2021, Government Code Section 65915 authorizes an applicant 
to receive two incentives or concessions for projects that include at least 17 percent of the total units for 
lower income households, at least 10 percent of the total units for very low-income households, or at 
least 20 percent for persons or families of moderate income in a common interest development. It also 
allows an applicant to receive three incentives or concessions for projects that include at least 24 percent 
of the total units for lower income households, at least 15 percent of the total units for very low-income 
households, or at least 30 percent for persons or families of moderate income in a common interest 
development.  

The City’s Density Bonus program currently allows a maximum of 35 percent density increase; however, 
AB 2345 requires an allowance of up to 50 percent density bonus when the base BMR is proposed. A 
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program is included in Section 4: Housing Plan to update the City’s Zoning Code in compliance with state 
legislation. 

Specific Plans 
The purpose of a Specific Plan is to implement the goals and objectives of a City’s General Plan in a more 
focused and detailed manner that is area and project specific. The Specific Plan promotes consistent and 
an enhanced aesthetic levels throughout the project community. Specific Plans contain their own 
development standards and requirements that may be more restrictive than those defined for the City as 
a whole.  The City of Brentwood has three adopted Specific Plans throughout the City and the following 
sections provide brief descriptions of the adopted Specific Plans which affect the development of housing. 

Brentwood Boulevard Specific Plan 
The Brentwood Boulevard Specific Plan (BBSP) was adopted on March 27, 2012 and was most recently 
amended on October 27, 2015. The purpose of the Specific Plan is to provide long-term policy guidance 
needed to revitalize and improve a significant portion of Brentwood Boulevard and to recognize the 
opportunities for change as the corridor transitions from a rural State route to a local mixed-use arterial 
roadway. The BBSP provides guidance needed to revitalize and improve a 310-acre area in the City. 
Historically, Brentwood Boulevard has served as the primary route through the City of Brentwood for 
residents, workers, and visitors. The corridor includes a major gateway into the City of Brentwood along 
the shared boundary with the City of Oakley at Delta Road on the north, and a connection to the historic 
Downtown at Second Street on the south. The vision for the BBSP is to transform the existing auto-
oriented corridor into a more traditional boulevard with distinctive, unique, front-facing buildings. The 
BBSP also promotes comfortable walkways and generous landscaping to provide an active, inviting, and 
attractive location for residents, workers, and visitors. The Specific Plan allows for single-family dwellings, 
multi-family dwellings, small residential care facilities, accessory facilities and buildings, animal keeping, 
and some home occupations.  

The minimum required lot size is 4,000 square feet for detached single-family dwellings in the Medium 
Density Residential (MDR) area and the maximum lot coverage is 50 percent. The minimum required lot 
size is 3,000 square feet for attached single-family dwellings in the Medium Density Residential (MDR) 
area and the maximum lot coverage is 60 percent. The minimum required lot size is 2,000 square feet for 
multi-family dwellings in the Medium Density Residential (MDR) area and the maximum lot coverage is 
70 percent. 

The minimum required lot size is 2,000 square feet in the High Density Residential (HDR) area and the 
maximum lot coverage is 80 percent. The maximum number of attached dwelling units within an 
individual building shall not exceed 12. The Commercial/Office/Industrial/Residential (COIR) district within 
the BBSP permits all uses allowed in the HDR areas.  

Downtown Specific Plan 
The Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) was adopted on November 16, 2005 and was most recently amended 
on September 26, 2017. The purpose of the Specific Plan is to coordinate public and private investment 
in the City’s Downtown District to fulfill the community’s intention for the downtown to remain the heart 
of the Brentwood community as the City goes through a period of explosive growth and change. The DSP 
contains both a strategy to manage growth and a regulatory policy to guide and govern future 
development within the DSP area. 

The DSP area consists of approximately 205 acres within the City’s historic center, which begins near the 
intersection of Oak Street and the Union Pacific Railway. All districts, except for the Brentwood Civic 
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Center Brentwood District, allow residential uses. A variety of residential uses are allowed within different 
districts including upper-floor mixed used residential, live-work residential, stacked units, and both 
attached and detached single-family dwellings, 

Priority Area One Specific Plan 
The Priority Area One Specific Plan (PA-1 SP) was adopted on November 13, 2018. The purpose of the 
Specific Plan is to is to enable the development of Priority Area One as a vibrant, compact, transit-oriented 
development – focused on a future multi-modal transit station, e.g., Tri Delta Transit/eBART station - and 
as an employment center within the City. The City of Brentwood envisions the PA-1 SP area emerging as 
one of the City’s primary future employment centers, offering individuals and businesses access and 
opportunities to create high-quality jobs across a diverse array of industries. The establishment of the 
employment center will assist the City towards achieving its goal of a healthy jobs-to-housing balance, 
reducing commute times for residents, and establishing new opportunities for economic growth and 
employment within the City. 

The PA-1 SP area is approximately 431 acres and located in the northwestern corner of the City. 
Approximately 63 acres of the PA-1 SP area consists of public right-of-way and the Mokelumne Coast to 
Crest Trail corridor. The remaining area, approximately 368 acres, is privately-owned. Three districts 
within the PA-1 SP area allow residential uses. The Transit Village district allows upper floor multi-family 
dwellings, and the density range is 25 to 40 dwellings units per acre. The Multiple-Family Very-High 
Density Residential district is primarily intended to accommodate multiple story condominium and 
apartment buildings at a density from 15 to 35 dwelling units per acre. The High Density Residential district 
accommodates a wide variety of housing types including duplexes, triplexes, townhouses, condominium 
and apartment buildings, and small-lot detached single-family houses. The density ranges from 10 to 20 
dwelling units per acre. 

On-/Off-Site Improvements 
Site improvements in the City consist of those typically associated with development for on-site 
improvements (street frontage improvements, curbs, gutters, sewer/water, and sidewalks), and off-site 
improvements caused by project impacts (drainage, parks, traffic, schools, and sewer/water). Because 
residential development cannot take place without the addition of adequate infrastructure, site 
improvement requirements are considered a regular component of development of housing within the 
City and may also influence the sale or rental price of housing. Majority of cost associated with on and 
off-site improvements is undertaken by the City and recovered in the City’s development and impact fees. 

For single-family residential development on vacant land, examples of typical on-site improvements might 
include stormwater detention facilities (required by the Clean Water Act), roads, sidewalks, perimeter 
walls, fire hydrants, emergency access drives, and recreational trails. Multifamily developments may also 
include common open space and recreation areas, as well as lockable storage areas.  

Typical off-site improvements for both single-family and multi-family developments might include: new 
curbs, gutters, and sidewalks, recreational trail facilities, road improvements and traffic control needed 
to serve the development, street trees, and landscaping. Utilities may need to be updated or installed to 
serve the development, including water mains, sewer mains, stormwater pollution prevention measures, 
and undergrounding of electric utilities.  

Infill residential projects may be required to install any of the improvements listed above, depending on 
site-specific circumstances and neighborhood needs. 
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The City of Brentwood has standard improvements required for subdivisions that can be found in the 
City’s Municipal Code. General improvements include the following: 

 The thoroughfare and/or collector adjoining the proposed development shall be improved as 
required by the public works director. If it is determined that there are deficiencies in the 
thoroughfare or collector system that is not adjoining the proposed development but will be 
affected by the proposed development creating a health or safety problem, then the development 
shall also be responsible for the full or portion of the improvement of such deficiency; 

 The subdivider shall dedicate or make an irrevocable offer of dedication of all parcels of land 
within the subdivision that are needed for streets, alleys, including access rights and abutters’ 
rights, drainage, local transit facilities, bike paths, public utility easements, and other public 
easements as required; 

 The subdivider shall install or agree to install all on and off-site public and private street 
improvements, bike paths, local transit facilities, drainage facilities, utilities and fences as 
required. 

Specific design standards for streets can be found in Chapter 12.04 Street Widths in the City of Brentwood 
Municipal Code. The following lists the typical design of street sections throughout the City: 

 Thoroughfares: 80-126 feet 
 Collectors: 60 feet 

On and off-site improvements in the City of Brentwood are consistent with requirements of other cities 
in the region. On and off-site improvements do influence the cost of development, but the improvement 
requirements do not present a constraint to the development of housing in Brentwood. 

Building Codes and Code Compliance 
The City has adopted the 2019 California Building Code, including the ancillary information within the 
tables, attachments, addendums, and footnotes. This would include the California Administrative Code, 
Building Code, Residential Code, Electrical Code, Mechanical Code, Plumbing Code, Energy Code, 
Historical Building Code, Fire Code, Existing Building Code, Green Building Standards Code, and California 
Referenced Standards Code. The adoption California Building Code therefore ensures a consistent 
development standard that would be promoted throughout the State. The Code’s intent is to safeguard 
the public health, safety, and general welfare through structural strength, means of egress facilities, 
stability, sanitation, adequate light and ventilation, energy conservation, and safety to life and property 
from fire and other hazards attributed to the built environment and to provide safety to firefighters and 
emergency responders during emergency operations. The newest edition of the California Building 
Standards Code is the 2019 edition with an effective date of January 1, 2020. The City of Brentwood is 
required by State law to enforce the new code.  

The City does not have any local amendments to the Building Code but has made one amendment to the 
2019 California Plumbing Code. The City has amended the 2019 California Plumbing Code to add to Section 
1208.6. The addition is provided below: 

 High levels of acid (pH) found in many locations throughout the city from natural soils and 
imported soils have proven to have a highly corrosive effect on metallic piping laid underground. 
The city prohibits the use of metallic gas piping underground without the approval of the city’s 
chief building official and a soils analysis showing a level of pH that will not corrode metallic piping. 
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The City of Brentwood’s Community Enrichment team responds to citizen concerns and proactively 
identifies violations on private property while achieving a very high rate of voluntary compliance through 
education. The basis of Community Enrichment rests with property owners and tenants to act as good 
neighbors. Property owners have rights that protect them; however, the term "property rights" also 
implies that property owners have certain responsibilities. No property within the City may be used or 
maintained in a manner, which downgrades the value, use, enjoyment, or safety of one’s own or 
surrounding property. The Community Enrichment Program activities protect the health and safety of the 
community. Staff work with residents to take an active role in improving and maintaining the quality of 
life of their neighborhoods, as well as maintaining property values. Staff receive concerns regarding 
structures in need of rehabilitation or for construction without a permit, and typically investigate 50-60 
such cases per month, with an overall caseload of 5000-6000 cases per year. The Community Enrichment 
Program works with property owners to correct compliance issues which may require entitlements and 
building permits. A code compliance case is deemed to be resolved after the property has been inspected 
by Community Enrichment staff, as well as Building Inspection staff when building permits are required, 
to ensure all violations have been corrected.  

Development Fees 
Residential developers are subject to a variety of permitting, development, and impact fees in order to 
access services and facilities as allowed by State law. The additional cost to develop, maintain, and 
improve housing due to development fees result in increased housing unit cost, and therefore is generally 
considered a constraint to housing development. However, fees are necessary to provide planning and 
public services in Brentwood. All information regarding the City’s development fees is available to the 
public on the City of Brentwood website as pursuant to Government Code §65940.1 (a)(1)(B).  

The location of projects and housing type result in varying degrees of development fees. The presumed 
total cost of development is also contingent on the project meeting City policies and regulations and the 
circumstances involved in a particular development project application. The majority of the City planning 
fees operate on a deposit account basis where time and materials are charged against the established 
account as the project is processed. Table 3-12 provides the planning fees and Table 3-13 provides the 
development impact fees. 
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Table 3-12: Planning Processing Fees 
Application Type Fee 

Annexations $5,800 Deposit 
Appeals $411 
Development Agreement $4,200 Deposit 

CEQA 

$225 $212 
$3,500 $3,500 
$4,900 Deposit $4,900 Deposit 
Deposit for Consultant cost + 25% Deposit for Consultant cost + 25% 
Environmental Impact Report Deposit for Consultant cost + 25% 

Residential Condominium Conversion $2,200 Deposit 

Design Review 
Residential 1-4 DU’s $500 / per unit up to $2,000 Deposit 
Residential 5+ DU’s $6,600 Deposit 

General Plan Amendment $5,800 Deposit 
Lot Line Adjustment (per parcel) $918 

Tentative Maps 
Tentative Subdivision Map Review $3,810 + $10 per lot 
Tentative Parcel Map Review $2,210 + $10 per lot 

Variance 
Variance $1,700 Deposit 
Administrative Variance $1,063 
Sign Variance $900 Deposit 

Zone Change $4,900 Deposit 
Source: City of Brentwood Universal Application (July 1, 2021) 

 
Table 3-13: Development Impact Fees 

Fee Type 
Fee 

Single-Family* Multi-Family* 
City of Brentwood  
Administration $870.52 $510.90 
Community Facilities $858.02 $503.57 
Park and Trail $13,063.38 $9,655.14 
Roadway $14,552.06 $9,022.28 
Wastewater $7,882.37 $5,825.86 
Water $16,274.07 $6,675.54 
City Water fee if in CCWD LV Service Area $15,691.54 $6,436.59 
Solid Waste $638.42 $374.01 

Storm Water Plan Check & Inspection  

2.5% of construction cost of first $250,000, 2.25% of construction 
cost from $250,000 - $1,000,000, 2% of construction cost over 
$1,000,000, additional deposit of 0.5% of construction cost if costs 
exceed fees collected 

Flood Control Fee and Storm-Drain Fees 
As set forth in Contra Costa County Ordinance at time of Final Map 
approval 

Other City of Brentwood Fees 
Agricultural Mitigation Fees $8,531.00 per acre of prime farmland developed 
Habitat Conservation Plan Fees To be determined according to project area and land cover type 
Affordable Housing Fees To be determined based on agreement with City Council 
CCWD Area Overlap (if applicable) To be determined according to the meter size serving the use 
Brentwood Union School District Fees 
Residential $2.86 per sf 
Senior Housing $0.462 per sf 
Liberty Union School District Fees 
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Table 3-13: Development Impact Fees 

Fee Type 
Fee 

Single-Family* Multi-Family* 
Residential $2.07 per sf 
Residential Additions $1.44 per sf 
Senior Housing $0.23 per sf 
East Contra Costa Regional Fee and Financing Authority 
ECCRFFA (Bypass Authority Impact Fee) $22,479 $13,799 
ECCRFFA Admin (City Administrative Fee) $224.79 $137.99 
Fire District 
Fire Impact Fees $1,317.97 $935.33 
*Per Unit 
Source: City of Brentwood 2022 Development Fee Program, Liberty Union School District Developer Fees 2022, Brentwood 
Union School District Developer Fees 2020. 

 
The development fees associated with each project is dependent on the housing type, density, intensity 
of use, and location. In addition to these direct fees, the total cost of development is contingent on the 
project meeting the City’s policies and standards, as well as the project applicant submitting necessary 
documents and plans in a timely manner.  

Estimated total development and impact fees for a typical single-unit residential project, assuming it is 
not part of a subdivision and is consistent with existing city policies and regulations can range from 
$67,354 to $83,046. Estimated total development and impact fees for a typical multi-unit residential 
project with ten units, assuming it is consistent with existing City policies and regulations range from 
$294,813 to $301,249.  

Both estimates are illustrative in nature and actual costs are contingent upon unique circumstances of 
individual development project applications. Considering the cost of land in Brentwood, and the 
International Code Council (ICC) estimates for cost of labor and materials, the combined costs of permits 
and fees range from approximately 10.7 percent to 13.2 percent of the direct cost of development for a 
single-unit residential project and 5.1 percent to 5.2 percent for a multi-unit residential project. Direct 
costs do not include, landscaping, connection fees, on/off-site improvements, shell construction or 
amenities, therefore the percentage of development and impact fees charged by the City may be smaller 
if all direct and indirect costs are included. 

Local Processing and Permit Procedures 
The development community commonly cites the permit processing time as a contributor to the high cost 
of housing. Depending on the magnitude and complexity of the development proposal, the time that 
elapses from application submittal to project approval may vary considerably. Factors that can affect the 
length of development review of a proposed project include the completeness of the development 
application and the responsiveness of developers to staff comments and requests for information. 
Approval times are substantially lengthened for projects that are not exempt from the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), require rezoning or general plan amendments, or encounter 
community opposition. Applicants for all permits or reviews are recommended to request a preapplication 
meeting with the respective department to: confirm City requirements as they apply to the proposed 
project; review the City’s review process, possible project alternatives or revisions; and identify 
information and materials the City will require with the application, and any necessary technical studies 
and information relating to the environmental review of the project. 
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All permit applications are first reviewed by City Staff for completeness, and discretionary applications 
must then receive a recommendation through a staff report prior to a review by the appropriate authority. 
Various applications may also require public noticing and a public hearing.  

The typical timeline for permit review processing and approval for single-family and multi-family 
developments is 6 months to a year. Single- and multi-family developments are subject to the following 
submittal requirements: 

1. Submittal of application including the following information: 
a. A legal description of the property; 
b. A location map showing the project site and the general vicinity of the site; 
c. A completed environmental information form as prescribed by the City; 
d. Site plans, elevation plans, floor plans and other maps and data as may be necessary to 

describe the existing conditions on and surrounding the property and the proposed plans 
for the future development of the property. The planning commission shall by resolution, 
maintain a listing of the minimum documentation necessary for submittal in support of 
each type of application; and 

e. Such other information specified in this title for the particular entitlement requested. 
2. Payment of fees for permit plan check. 
3. Plan check completed by all applicable departments and agencies. Timeline and number of 

reviews can vary. 
4. Permit issued once all comments are satisfied.  

Varying project scopes may require different review processes that have different requirements and 
processing times. Common review types are provided below: 

 Design and Site Development Review – The purpose and intent of the design and site 
development review process is to assure that projects foster a good design character through 
consideration of aesthetic and functional relationships to surrounding development, and in order 
to further enhance the City’s appearance, and the livability and usefulness of properties. Design 
and site development review is a process that enables the City to ensure the quality and 
compatibility of the proposed development with surrounding properties. 

 Conditional Use Permit – The City recognizes that certain types of land uses require individual 
review by the Planning Commission to determine whether the type of use proposed, or the 
location of that use, is compatible with, or can be made compatible with surrounding land uses. 
The purpose and intent of the Conditional Use Permit review is to allow for the accommodation 
of uses with special operating characteristics, site or design requirements or potential adverse 
effects on surrounding properties, by means of review and, where necessary, the imposition of 
special conditions of approval. The Planning Commission is authorized to approve or deny 
applications for conditional use permit, and to impose conditions upon such approval. 

 Variance – A variance is review is a procedure through which a property owner may seek a 
relaxation or waiver of the zoning regulations where there are extraordinary circumstances 
associated with a parcel of land such that the land or facilities cannot be used to the extent 
intended by the zoning. It shall be the purpose of this procedure to allow justice, while preserving 
to the greatest possible extent the purposes of the zoning regulations. Because of special 
circumstances unique to a specific property, strict application of the zoning regulations deprives 
such property of privileges enjoyed by other property in the vicinity and under identical zoning. 
Any variance granted shall not constitute a special privilege. 
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In the 5th Planning Cycle, only one residential project was denied. In 2021, an applicant submitted an 
application for a General Plan amendment, a rezone, a Development Agreement, a vesting tentative 
subdivision map, and two design reviews for 252 single-family residential parcels, an 11.35-acre school 
site, two park parcels, four bio-retention areas for stormwater treatments, 258 apartment units on one 
multi-family parcel, acreage for regional commercial, open space, as well as related improvements. 
Resolution No. 2021-36 denies the application as it failed to meet the following required findings: 

 General Plan Amendment 
o The amendment is deemed to be in the public interest. 
o The amendment is consistent and/ or compatible with the rest of the General Plan. 

 Rezone 
o The proposed action is consistent with the community development plan and other 

applicable city plans and is not inappropriate or otherwise contrary to the public interest. 
 Development Agreement 

o The development agreement is consistent with the objectives, policies, general land uses 
and programs specified in the community development plan and applicable specific plans. 

o The development agreement will not be detrimental to the health, safety and general 
welfare of persons residing in the immediate area nor be detrimental or injurious to 
property or persons in the general neighborhood or to the general welfare of the 
residents of the city as a whole. 

o The development agreement will not adversely affect the orderly development of 
property or the preservation of property values. 

 Vesting Tentative Subdivision Map 
o That the proposed map is consistent with the community development plan and any 

applicable specific plans. 
o That the design or improvement of the proposed subdivision is consistent with the 

community development plan and any applicable specific plans. 
o That the site is not physically suitable for the type of development. 
o That the site is not physically suitable for the proposed density of development. 

 Design Review – Single-Family 
o The proposed development shall be of a quality and character appropriate to, and serving 

to protect the value of, private and public investments in the immediate area. 
o The siting and internal arrangement of all structures and other facilities on the site, 

including the land uses, internal circulation, off-street parking and loading facilities, 
lighting, signing and access to and from public rights-of-way, shall be conducive to an 
orderly, attractive, efficient and harmonious development. 

o The proposed development shall not have adverse environmental effects on adjacent 
developments, existing or potential, by reason of conflicts in land use, topography or 
traffic. 

o All applicable regulations of the zoning ordinance and other city ordinances, policies or 
resolutions. 

Senate Bill 35 
California Senate Bill 35 (SB 35), codified at Government Code Section 65913.41, was signed on September 
29, 2017 and became effective January 1, 2018. SB 35 will automatically sunset on January 1, 2026 (Section 
65913.4(m)). The intent of SB 35 is to expedite and facilitate construction of affordable housing. SB 35 
applies to cities and counties that have not made sufficient progress toward meeting their affordable 
housing goals for above moderate- and lower-income levels as mandated by the State. In an effort to 
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meet the affordable housing goals, SB 35 requires cities and counties to streamline the review and 
approval of certain qualifying affordable housing projects through a ministerial process. 

When a jurisdictions has made insufficient progress toward their Lower or Above Moderate income RHNA 
and/or have not submitted the latest Housing Element Annual Progress Report it is subject to the 
streamlined ministerial approval process (SB 35 (Chapter 366, Statutes of 2017) streamlining) for 
proposed developments with at least 50 percent affordability. Annual Progress Reports are due to HCD 
by April 1 of each year reporting on the prior calendar year’s activities. All projects, which propose at least 
50 percent affordable units within Brentwood are eligible for ministerial approval under SB 35 as 
determined by the SB 35 Statewide Determination Summary. To be eligible for SB 35 approval, sites must 
meet a long list of criteria, including: 

 A multifamily housing development (at least two residential units) in an urbanized area;  

 Located where 75% of the perimeter of the site is developed;  

 Zoned or designated by the general plan for residential or mixed use residential;  

 In a location where the locality’s share of regional housing needs have not been satisfied by 
building permits previously issued;  

 One that includes affordable housing in accordance with SB 35 requirements;  

 Consistent with the local government’s objective zoning and design review standards; and  

 Willing to pay construction workers the state-determined “prevailing wage.” 

A project does not qualify for SB 35 streamline processing if:  

 A coastal zone, conservation lands, or habitat for protected species;  

 Prime farmland or farmland of statewide importance;  

 Wetlands or lands under conservation easement;  

 A very high fire hazard severity zone;  

 Hazardous waste site;  

 Earthquake fault zone;  

 Flood plain or floodway;  

 A site with existing multi-family housing that has been occupied by tenants in the last ten years 
or is subject to rent control; or  

 A site with existing affordable housing.1 

A program is included in Section 4: Housing Plan to establish SB 35 procedures and implement the State 
requirements as necessary if the City has not made sufficient progress towards its RHNA at any point 
throughout the planning period.  

 

 

1 JD Supra Knowledge Center, “How California’s SB 35 Can Be Used to Streamline Real Estate Development Projects”, Accessed 
September 30, 2021.  
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3. Infrastructure Constraints 

Another factor that could constrain new residential construction is the requirement and cost to provide 
adequate infrastructure (major and local streets; water and sewer lines; and street lighting) needed to 
serve new residential development.  In most cases, where new infrastructure is required, it is funded by 
the developer and then dedicated to the City, which is then responsible for its maintenance.  Because the 
cost of these facilities is generally borne by developers, it increases the cost of new construction, with 
much of that increased cost often “passed on” in as part of home rental or sales rates.   

Dry Utilities 
Dry utilities include electric, telephone, TV, internet, and gas service in a community. The various utility 
providers are responsible for providing these necessary resources to new housing units. 

Electrical 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) provides electricity and electric services in the City of Brentwood. 
Electrical infrastructure in the project area is located aboveground on utility poles as well as belowground. 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company continues to provide energy to customers through a series of methods 
including oil and natural gas, renewable energy resources and alternative diverse supplies. The power mix 
delivered to customers includes the following greenhouse gas-free technologies: 

 Non-emitting nuclear generation (43 percent) 
 Large hydroelectric facilities (10 percent) 
 Eligible renewable resources, such as wind, geothermal, biomass, solar and small hydro (31 

percent) 
 Natural gas (16 percent) 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company is responsible for providing service to all existing and future 
development in Brentwood. 

Natural Gas 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) also provides natural gas services in the City of Brentwood. 
Natural gas pipelines are located belowground. As a public utility, PG&E is under the jurisdiction of the 
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) which regulates natural gas rates and natural gas services, 
including in state transportation over the utilities’ transmission and distribution pipelines system, storage, 
procurement, metering, and billing. Pacific Gas and Electric Company is responsible for providing service 
to residential, industrial, and commercial customers in Brentwood. 

Water Supply 
The City of Brentwood Water Operations Division serves a population of approximately 65,118 within a 
service area of approximately 14.8 square miles as of 2020.  The Division is responsible for providing a 
safe and reliable source of water to Brentwood households, including 2,701 million gallons per year (MGY) 
to single-family residential and 116 MGY to multi-family residential.  

Brentwood Water Source 
The City of Brentwood receives its water supply from several sources, both surface water from the Delta 
and groundwater from existing wells located in the East Contra Costa Subbasin. The City pumps 
groundwater from an alluvial basin underlying the City. The City has nine permitted groundwater wells 
within its service area, five of which are active wells. The total design capacity of the wells is approximately 
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6.62 million gallons per day (MGD). The firm design capacity of the wells, where firm capacity is the 
capacity of all the wells minus the capacity of the largest well, is approximately 5.18 MGD.  

The City has purchased a permanent capacity share of 6 MGD at the Randall-Bold Water Treatment Plant 
(RBWTP) and may use additional capacity on an as-need basis. The City anticipates using the entire 6 MGD 
but does not project to use additional capacity in future years. Currently, the City utilizes at least 1.7 MGD 
based on existing customer connections in overlap with Contra Costa Water District’s (CCWD) service area. 
Contra Costa Water District has operated the RBWTP since 1992. The RBWTP has a design capacity to 
treat up to 50 MGD. The RBWTP is jointly owned by Diablo Water District and CCWD.  

Water Maintenance and Repair 
The City’s water  distribution system includes about 300 miles of water mains. The City of Brentwood 
Water Operations Division is responsible for the maintenance and operation of the City's water mains and 
valves that are located underground.  

Water Production 
The City of Brentwood Water Operations Division operates, maintains, and disinfects the City of 
Brentwood’s water supply.  City of Brentwood Water Treatment Plant receives it water from Local 
Groundwater Basins (East Contra Costa Subbasin), Local Surface Water (San Joaquin River Delta - Old 
River, Middle River, and Rock Slough) and imported surface water (State Water Project water RBWTP).  

Water Quality 
The City of Brentwood Water Operations Division is responsible for providing residents with a reliable, 
safe, clean, potable and domestic water supply. The City of Brentwood Water Operations Division is 
required to test the quality of the water it serves in order to guard the health of our customers and the 
general public. Federal, state and local agencies all have a role to play in setting water quality standards. 
Water quality samples results are compiled in a monthly report and forwarded to the State Water 
Resources Control Board, Division of Drinking Water. 

Water System Services 
The City of Brentwood Water Operations Division assists customers with any questions regarding water 
quality, water pressure, consumption usage, any concern with water meters, leak detection, utilities 
inspections and underground utility locating. The City’s Water Systems Services webpage provides tips 
and information for proper water systems care for property owners as well as additional resources. 

Water Demand 
In 2020, the City’s total water demand was approximately 4,015 MGY of potable and non-potable water. 
The City’s single family and multifamily residential combined are projected to use 2,817 MGY in the year 
2020, increasing approximately 7 percent by 2040. These amounts will likely change depending on State 
mandates in response to current drought conditions. 

Wastewater 
The City of Brentwood Wastewater Division provides sanitary sewer service for the City of Brentwood. 
The City of Brentwood maintains the sewer main lines and service laterals to the property line.  

The main goals of the City of Brentwood Wastewater Division are as follows: 

 Minimize the number and impact of sanitary sewer overflows; 
 Maintain existing infrastructure and plan for future Capital Improvement Plan projects; 
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 Continue to provide capacity evaluation for the collection system and plan for future growth; 
 Develop a plan to increase the number of staff as needed to meet the obligations of the Sewer 

System Management Plan; and  
 Operate in a safe and efficient manner. 

 
Fire and Emergency Services 
The City of Brentwood’s fire services are provided by contract through Contra Costa County Fire Protection 
District (“CCCFPD”). Effective July 1, 2022, the East Contra Costa Fire Protection District (ECCFPD), who 
historically has provided fire services to the City of Brentwood, consolidated with the CCCFPD. ECCFPD 
historically served the cities of Brentwood and Oakley and the townships of Discovery Bay, Bethel Island, 
Knightsen, Byron, Marsh Creek and Morgan Territory. CCCFPD is and independent special district and 
provides fire protection services in and around 30 cities and unincorporated communities in the County 
include Brentwood. The District is a full-service agency providing fire suppression, fire prevention, 
emergency medical, rescue, ambulance transport and public education programs. The District’s service 
area spans over 500 square miles of rural, suburban and urban development along with lands formerly 
designated as frontier or wilderness. The CCCFPD has 28 fire stations dispersed throughout the district. 
Within the City of Brentwood, the department has one fire station, Fire Station 52. The station provides 
24-hour protection and response to the City of Brentwood’s residents, businesses, and visitors. The 
department’s primary goals are identified as follows: 

 Ensure financial stability and sustainability; 
 Reduce response times for emergency services throughout the District; 
 Maintain a high-performing workforce; 
 Modernize stations, apparatus, and equipment; and 
 Develop a community risk reduction program. 

The in 2021, while still with ECCFPD, ECCFPD received 8,481 calls for service, an 11 percent increase from 
2020. Fire Station 52 had 4,059 “roll outs” in 2021, a 13 percent increase from 2020. Roll outs are how 
many times an engine company gets called for service. For example, a structure fire is counted as one call 
for the district, however all three engine companies need to respond, thus creating three roll outs for 
service for the incident. The ECCFPD’s average response time was 8:42 in 2021. Response times are not 
anticipated to changes with the consolidation with CCCFPD. CCCFDP responds to all types of fires, 
including structure fires, vegetation fires, those involving vehicles, and investigation of miscellaneous fires 
or open burning activities. 

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) 
The CCCFPD is responsible for keeping up with emergency medical mandates, equipment, and program 
development for both advanced and basic life support education and training. Every firefighter in the 
district has some level of EMS training which requires recertification and continued education. 

Community Emergency Response Team 
The Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) Program educates people about disaster preparedness 
for hazards that may impact their area and trains them in basic disaster response skills, such as fire safety, 
light search and rescue, team organization, and disaster medical operations. Using the training learned in 
the classroom and during exercises, CERT members can assist others in their neighborhood or workplace 
following an event when professional responders are not immediately available to help. CERT members 
also are encouraged to support emergency response agencies by taking a more active role in emergency 
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preparedness projects in their community. The Brentwood Police Department offers CERT training for 
those community members interested in this type of community service. 

Police Services 
The Brentwood Police Department (BPD) acts as the City’s enforcement agency to provide general law 
enforcement. Established in 1948, the Brentwood Police Department services an area of approximately 
14 square miles. The City is divided up into 4 separate, geographical beats. The BPD currently has 71 sworn 
police officer positions and another 36 civilian support staff positions. In addition to permanent staff, the 
BPD have approximately 20 volunteers who are citizens of the community and assist with our day to day 
operations. The BPD has one station located in the southern part of the City. The BPD is led by Chief of 
Police, Tom Hansen. The BPD has two divisions, the Field Operations Division and the Support Services 
Division. 

Field Operations Division 
The Field Operations Division is responsible for front line law enforcement services in the City of 
Brentwood. The Field Operations Division command staff consist of a Captain who oversees the Field 
Operations Division, two Field Lieutenants who are the day and evening Watch Commanders, six Field 
teams that are responsible for calls for service, the Traffic Safety Unit, the School Resource Officers 
assigned to the schools, two K-9 Units, the Field Training Officer Program, Community Service Officers 
deployed in the field as support staff and S.W.A.T. 

Personnel assigned to the Field Operations Division are tasked with carrying out the Brentwood Police 
Department’s mission of protecting and enhancing the quality of life in the community through 
uncompromised dedication, professionalism, integrity and innovative police services. 

In this effort, and in alignment with the Brentwood Police Department’s Strategic Plan, the Field 
Operations Division works to keep the City of Brentwood and the people in the community safe from 
harm, and to maintain their quality of life. The Field Operation Division’s priorities are to reduce crime, 
improve traffic safety, and build community partnerships.  

Support Services Division 
The Support Services Division is commanded by a Captain and has two Bureaus, Administration and 
Investigations, each directed by a Lieutenant. The Administration Bureau responsibility includes records, 
emergency services, recruiting and hiring, training, special projects, special event coordination, financial 
accounting, and crime prevention services. The Investigations Bureau includes major crimes and special 
operations investigation units, city planning liaison, the property unit, and the Chaplain’s program. 

The Support Services Division provides support and assistance to the Patrol Bureau in order to ensure that 
officers in the field can provide the highest quality service to residents. Detectives provide expertise to 
patrol and follow-up on major cases such as domestic violence, homicides, robberies, and other crimes of 
violence. Detectives also initiate their own investigations especially in the areas of narcotics, vice, child 
abuse, and sex crimes. Records personnel staff the front counter and provide document processing for 
the entire department. Records staff are usually the people who answer the phone when a citizen calls 
into the police department. The property unit maintains found property, property held for safekeeping 
and as evidence. The training sergeant is responsible for recruiting and facilitating the hiring of all 
department personnel providing the best people for the BPD. 

4. Environmental Constraints 
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The City of Brentwood may be susceptible to several environmental constraints to the development of 
housing. While the City’s land, hillsides, and waterways are assets to the community, these features can 
present risks due to flood, geologic, and seismic hazards. In addition, human-caused risks, such as 
hazardous materials, can pose risks to community health and safety. Effective planning to prepare for and 
mitigate the adverse effects of these risks can help ensure that Brentwood maintains a high level of safety 
for its residents. The City of Brentwood, plans and engages mitigation techniques through the City’s Public 
Safety Element.  

Geological and Seismic Hazards 
Geologic and seismic hazards in Brentwood include those related to earthquakes, steep slopes and 
landslides, erosion, and soil subsidence. Earthquakes pose the greatest potential for far-reaching loss of 
life or property. Brentwood is located within a 50-mile radius of five active faults. According to the USGS 
Interactive Fault Map, the nearest active faults zones include the Greenville Fault and the Concord Fault 
zones. The Greenville Fault has the estimated potential to produce a magnitude 6.8 to 7.0 earthquake. 
Residential development within a seismically active zone could expose Brentwood residents to adverse 
effects.  

A lesser geologic hazard relates to soil stability in the City. Hillsides located mostly on the periphery of the 
City can be subject to landslides and portions of the City have expansive soil types. Expansive clay soils, 
which can shrink and swell, are common within the City of Brentwood. In addition, areas found in the City 
may be subject to liquefaction during a seismic event if groundwater is present near the surface.  

To ensure structural stability, seismic and geologic hazards are addressed through the environmental and 
development review and permitting process. 

Flood Hazards  
Potential flooding in Brentwood is attributable to natural flooding (excess rain and watercourse). Flooding 
becomes particularly hazardous when development encroaches onto floodplains, modifying the 
landscape and altering natural patterns of conveying excess water during floods. Brentwood's geographic 
location in proximity to several significant bodies of water contribute to the flood risk within the City. The 
greatest flood hazard is present mainly along four existing creeks, Marsh Creek, Deer Creek, Dry Creek, 
and Sand Creek, that are included as flood hazard areas on existing Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) maps.  

100-Year Floods 
One-hundred-year floods are those that have a 1/100 or one percent chance of occurring in any given 
year. The 100-year flood is a regulatory standard used by Federal agencies and most states to administer 
floodplain management programs and is also used by the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) as the 
basis for flood insurance requirements nationwide. Flood insurance rates are based on FEMA designations 
of flood zones. Standard practice is to avoid or restrict construction within 100-year flood zones, or to 
engage in flood-proofing techniques such as elevating building pads or constructing walls, dams, and 
levees. Portions of the City of Brentwood are located within a 100-year flood plain, primarily in the parts 
of the City along Marsh and Sand Creek. Figure 3-2 shows the 100-year and 500-year flood zones in the 
City of Brentwood. 

Fire Hazards 
The City of Brentwood is prone to fire hazards and the City plans and engages mitigation techniques 
through the City’s Public Safety Element. The City is at risk of wildland and urban fires. 
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Wildland Fires 
A wildland fire is an uncontrolled fire spreading through vegetative fuels that may expose or consume 
structures. The wildland fire threat is high in the area surrounding Brentwood because of the region's 
weather, topography, and native vegetation. Mild and wet winters result in an annual growth of grasses 
and plants that dry out during the hot summer months and provide fuel for wildfires in the autumn. The 
areas with the highest threat are generally the undeveloped, mountainous, and hilly sections south and 
west of the City. There are no Fire Hazard Severity Zones within the City of Brentwood. Figure 3-3 below 
shows the Wildland Fire Hazard Severity Zones in the area surrounding City of Brentwood. 

Urban Fires 
Structural and automobile fires are the most common types of urban fires, and they can be caused by a 
variety of human, mechanical, and natural factors. Urban fires can spread to other structures or areas, 
particularly if not extinguished promptly. Proactive efforts, such as fire sprinkler systems, fire alarms, fire 
resistant roofing and construction methods, can help reduce the frequency and severity of urban fires. In 
newer structures, these safety requirements help confine structural fires to the building or property of 
origin. In the older areas of Brentwood, where building materials may not be fire rated and structures are 
not fitted with fire sprinklers, the probability of structural fires spreading to adjacent buildings is much 
higher. Structural fires are of particular concern in high-density areas, where the potential for fire to 
spread from one building to the next is greater.   

Toxic Hazards 
The western portions of the City occasionally experience oil and gas well and pipeline related hazards. As 
residential development encroaches into oil fields, potential health and safety risks increase. Risks include 
blowouts when drilling new wells, spills or blowouts when servicing or reworking existing wells, and soil 
and groundwater contamination. Areas of the City that are adjacent to oil and gas wells and pipelines 
would be subject to further environmental review to determine which mitigation measures are required 
to reduce or eliminate hazards.  

Summary of Constraints 
Although the City of Brentwood has identified environmental issues above, they do not impact the City’s 
ability to accommodate the number of units required to meet the RHNA obligation. 

The City has reviewed all sites for the above environmental concerns and considerations as well as 
development regulation and land use restrictions. Additionally, each site has been reviewed for access to 
infrastructure, water, utilities, and additional development constraints. Where the analysis showed 
increased barriers to development related to environmental concerned, infrastructure concerns or 
existing conditions and development concerns (such as fire hazards, hazardous surrounding uses, 
restrictive development standards, etc.) the sites were removed. The result is a list and analysis of sites 
which are most ripe for development or redevelopment for housing, a complete analysis of the sites is 
provided in Appendix B. 

The City has never denied a residential development project due to environmental constraints. The 
environmental concerns noted above would not impede housing development in the future. 
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B. Financial Resources 

Providing an adequate supply of decent and affordable housing requires funding from various sources, 
the City has access to the following funding sources. 

1. Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers 

The Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher program is a Federal government program to assist very low-
income families, the elderly, and the disabled with rent subsidy payments in privately owned rental 
housing units. Section 8 participants are able to choose any housing that meets the requirements of the 
program and are not limited to units located within subsidized housing projects. They typically pay 30 to 
40 percent of their income for rent and utilities. The Contra Costa County Housing Authority administers 
and managed the Section 8 Housing Choice vouchers within the City of Brentwood. The City shares 
information about Section 8 Housing Choice vouchers and other resources available on the City website 
and at the public counter. 

2. Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) 

The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program provides annual grants on a formula basis to 
cities to develop viable urban communities by providing a suitable living environment and by expanding 
economic opportunities, principally for low- and moderate-income persons (up to 80 percent AMI).  

CDBG funds can be used for a wide array of activities, including: 

 Housing rehabilitation; 
 Lead-based paint screening and abatement;  
 Acquisition of buildings and land;  
 Construction or rehabilitation of public facilities and infrastructure, and  
 Public services for low-income households and those with special needs. 

Each year, the City of Brentwood receives Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds from the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. The City Administration is responsible for 
administering these funds. These funds must be used to develop viable communities by promoting 
integrated approaches that provide items such as decent housing, a suitable living environment, and 
expand economic opportunities for low- and moderate-income persons. 

The City of Brentwood does not administer its own CDBG programs and instead participates in the Contra 
Costa County CDBG program. To obtain funding, applicant projects or programs must meet eligibility 
requirements and demonstrate that they benefit very low- and low-income persons within the City. The 
funds are distributed on a competitive basis. 

3. HOME Investment Partnership Program 

The HOME program provides federal funds for the development and rehabilitation of affordable rental 
and ownership housing for households with incomes not exceeding 80 percent of area median income. 
The program gives local governments the flexibility to fund a wide range of affordable housing activities 
through housing partnerships with private industry and non-profit organizations. HOME funds can be used 
for activities that promote affordable rental housing and homeownership by low-income households. The 
City of Brentwood does not currently receive HOME funds directly but the City participates in the Contra 
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Costa County-administered HOME Consortium, which administers HOME funds to projects in participating 
jurisdictions.  

4. Local Early Action Planning (LEAP) Grant 

The City of Brentwood applied for and received a total of $300,000 from the California Department of 
Housing and Community Development (HCD). LEAP Grants provide funding opportunities for jurisdictions 
to update their planning documents and implement process improvements that will facilitate or 
accelerate housing productions to meet the 6th Cycle Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA). 

5. SB 2 Grant 

To supplement the cost of the City’s effort to update the streamlining process of affordable housing, the 
City has been awarded an SB 2 Planning Grant Program grant from HCD. The SB 2 program includes 
improvements to expedite local planning processes. In 2020, the City received $310,000 from the SB 2 
Grant. 

6. City of Brentwood Housing Trust Fund 

The City of Brentwood’s Affordable Housing Program established the Brentwood Housing Trust Fund that 
can be used to purchase, construct or repair single-family or multifamily rental unit inside the city limits. 

C. Opportunities for Energy Conservation 

1. Energy Use and Providers 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) provides electricity and natural gas service for the City. Natural 
gas is a “fossil fuel” and is a non-renewable resource. The natural gas transmission pipelines within the 
City are owned and operated by PG&E. Pacific Gas and Electric Company has the capacity and resources 
to deliver gas except in certain situations that are noted in state law. As development occurs, PG&E will 
continue to extend its service to accommodate development and supply the necessary gas lines. Electricity 
is provided on an as-needed basis to customers within existing structures in the City. Every year SCE 
expands and improves existing facilities according to demand. 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company offers programs to promote the efficient energy use and assist lower-
income customers. Pacific Gas and Electric Company participates in the Low-Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program and Energy Savings Assistance Program to help homeowners and renters conserve 
energy and control costs. Eligible customers receive no-cost weatherization, including attic insulation, 
energy efficient refrigerators, energy-efficient furnaces, weather stripping, caulking, low-flow 
showerheads, water heater blankets, and door and building envelope repairs which reduce air infiltration.  

2. Energy Conservation 

The primary uses of energy in urban areas are for transportation lighting, water heating, and space heating 
and cooling. The high cost of energy demands that efforts be taken to reduce or minimize the overall level 
of urban energy consumption. Energy conservation is important in preserving non-renewable fuels to 
ensure that these resources are available for use by future generations. There are also a number of 
benefits associated with energy conservation including improved air quality and lower energy costs. 
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Energy conservation strategies can help reduce consumptions of energy which would reduce monthly 
costs to homeowners and renters. Examples of energy conservation strategies include weatherization 
such as installation of more efficient appliances, and solar energy systems. Buildings can also be designed 
to incorporate energy conservation strategies such as cooling materials and building orientation. The City 
encourages energy conservation strategies and has seen an increase in solar energy system installations.  

D. Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) 

Beginning January 1, 2019, AB 686 established new requirements for all California jurisdictions to ensure 
that local laws, programs, and activities affirmatively further fair housing.  All Housing Elements due on or 
after January 1, 2021 must contain an Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH) consistent with the core elements 
of the analysis required by the federal Affirmatively Further Fair Housing Final Rule of July 16, 2015.   

Fair housing is a condition in which individuals of similar income levels in the same housing market have 
like ranges of choice available to them regardless of race, color, ancestry, national origin, age, religion, 
sex, disability, marital status, familial status, source of income, sexual orientation, or any other arbitrary 
factor. Under State law, affirmatively furthering fair housing means “taking meaningful actions, in addition 
to combatting discrimination, that overcome patterns of segregation and foster inclusive communities 
free from barriers that restrict access to opportunity based on protected characteristics”. These 
characteristics can include, but are not limited to race, religion, sex, marital status, ancestry, national 
origin, color, familiar status, or disability.  

The Analysis of Impediments (AI) to Fair Housing Choice, prepared by Contra Costa County for 2020 to 
2025, examines housing conditions, economics, policies, and practices in order to ensure that housing 
choices and opportunities for all residents are available in an environment free from discrimination. The 
AI assembles fair housing information, identifies any existing impediments that limit housing choice, and 
proposes actions to mitigate those impediments.  

1. Assessment of Fair Housing Issues 

Fair Housing Enforcement and Outreach 
Fair housing enforcement and outreach capacity refers to the ability of a locality and fair housing entities 
to disseminate information related to fair housing laws and rights and provide outreach and education to 
community members. Enforcement and outreach capacity also includes the ability to address compliance 
with fair housing laws, such as investigating complaints, obtaining remedies, and engaging in fair housing 
testing. The Fair Employment and Housing Act and the Unruh Civil Rights Act are the primary California 
fair housing laws. California state law extends anti-discrimination protections in housing to several classes 
that are not covered by the federal Fair Housing Act (FHA) of 1968, including prohibiting discrimination 
on the basis of sexual orientation. 

In Contra Costa County, local housing, social services, and legal service organizations include the Fair 
Housing Advocates of Northern California (FHANC), Eden Council for Hope and Opportunity (ECHO) Fair 
Housing, Bay Area Legal Aid, and Pacific Community Services. 
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Table 3-14: Fair Housing Advocacy Organizations, Contra Costa County 
Organization  Focus Areas 

Fair Housing Advocates of Northern 
California (FHANC) 

Non-profit agency that provides fair housing information and literature in 
a number of different languages, primarily serves Marin, Sonoma, and 
Solano County but also has resources to residents outside of the above 
geographic areas. 

Eden Council for Hope and Opportunity 
(ECHO) Fair Housing 

Housing counseling agency that provides education and charitable 
assistance to the general public in matters related to obtaining and 
maintaining housing. 

Bay Area Legal Aid 
Largest civil legal aid provider serving seven Bay Area counties. Has a 
focus area in housing preservation and homelessness task force to 
provide legal services and advocacy for those in need.  

Pacific Community Services 
Private non-profit housing agency that serves East Contra Costa County 
(Bay Point, Antioch, and Pittsburg) and provides fair housing counseling 
as well as education and outreach 

In Brentwood, the City has an Affordable Housing Division that provides various programs and resources 
to those who qualify under the programs’ income guidelines. These programs include down payment 
assistance, first-time homebuyer programs, a list of preferred lenders, and rental housing programs. ECHO 
Fair Housing also provides housing/rental assistance to the City’s residents.  

While these organizations provide valuable assistance, the capacity and funding that they have is generally 
insufficient.  

Fair Housing Enforcement 
California’s Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH) has statutory mandates to protect the 
people of California from discrimination pursuant to the California Fair Employment and Housing Act 
(FEHA), Ralph Civil Rights Act, and Unruh Civil Rights Act (with regards to housing). The FEHA prohibits 
discrimination and harassment on the basis of race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, 
or related medical conditions), gender, gender identity, gender expression, sexual orientation, marital 
status, military or veteran status, national origin, ancestry, familial status, source of income, disability, 
and genetic information, or because another person perceives the tenant or applicant to have one or 
more of these characteristics.  

The Unruh Civil Rights Act (Civ. Code, §51) prohibits business establishments in California from 
discriminating in the provision of services, accommodations, advantages, facilities and privileges to 
clients, patrons and customers because of their sex, race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, 
disability, medical condition, genetic information, marital status, sexual orientation, citizenship, primary 
language, or immigration status. The Ralph Civil Rights Act (Civ. Code, § 51.7) guarantees the right of all 
persons within California to be free from any violence, or intimidation by threat of violence, committed 
against their persons or property because of political affiliation, or on account of sex, race, color, religion, 
ancestry, national origin, disability, medical condition, genetic information, marital status, sexual 
orientation, citizenship, primary language, immigration status, or position in a labor dispute, or because 
another person perceives them to have one or more of these characteristics.  

REGIONAL TRENDS 
Based on DFEH Annual Reports, Table 3-15 shows the number of housing complaints filed by Contra Costa 
County to DFEH between 2015–2020. A slight increase in the number of complaints precedes the 
downward trend from 2016–2020. Note that fair housing cases alleging a violation of FEHA can also 
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involve an alleged Unruh violation as the same unlawful activity can violate both laws. DFEH creates 
companion cases that are investigated separately from the housing investigation.  

Table 3-15 Number of DFEH Housing Complaints in Contra Costa County (2015-2020) 
Year Housing Unruh Civil Rights Act 
2015 30 5 
2016 32 2 
2017 26 2 
2018 22 2 
2019 22 2 
2020 20 1 
Total  152 14 

 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (HUD 
FHEO) enforces fair housing by investigating complaints of housing discrimination. Table 3-16 shows the 
number of FHEO Filed Cases by Protected Class in Contra Costa County between 2015 and 2020. Cases for 
2020 were significantly lower because data was not collected after June 30, 2020. A total of 148 cases 
were filed between 2015 and June 30, 2020, with disability being the top allegation of basis of 
discrimination followed by familial status, race, national origin, and sex. These findings are consistent with 
national trends stated in FHEO’s FY 2020 State of Fair Housing Annual Report to Congress where disability 
was also the top allegation of basis of discrimination. 

Table 3-16: Number of FHEO Filed Cases by Protected Class in Contra Costa County (2015–2020) 

Year Number of 
Filed Cases 

Disability Race National 
Origin 

Sex Familial 
Status 

2015 28 17 4 2 2 4 
2016 30 14 8 7 5 6 
2017 20 12 3 5 1 5 
2018 31 20 6 3 4 9 
2019 32 27 4 4 4 1 
2020 7 4 1 0 2 1 

Total 148 94 26 21 18 26 
Percentage of Total Filed 

Cases 
*Note that cases may be filed 

on more than one basis. 

63.5% 17.5% 14.2% 12.2% 17.6% 

Source: Data.Gov - Department of Housing and Urban Development Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO) Filed 
Cases, https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/fheo-filed-cases 

Table 3-16 indicates that the highest number of fair housing complaints in Contra Costa County are due 
to discrimination against those with disabilities, followed by income source, race, and national origin. 
Note, however, that no further breakdown of the number of DFEH complaints or FHEO cases are provided 
on a city level. A summary of ECHO’s Fair Housing Complaint Log for Contra Costa County on fair housing 
issues, actions taken, services provided, and outcomes can be found in Table 3-17 and Table 3-18. DRAFT
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Table 3-17: ECHO’s Fair Housing Issue Outcomes (2020-2021) 

Protected Class 
Testers Sent 

for 
Investigation 

Referred to 
Attorney 

Conciliation 
with Landlord 

Client 
Provided with 

Counseling 

Client 
Provided with 
Brief Service 

Total 

Race 21 0 0 2 0 23 
Marital Status 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Sex 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Religion 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Familial Status 0 0 0 3 0 3 
Sexual Orientation 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual Harassment 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Income 15 0 1 7 1 24 
Disability 7 1 14 33 5 60 
National Origin 13 0 0 1 0 14 
Other 0 0 1 11 5 17 

Total 56 94 26 21 18 143 
1. Testers sent for investigation; 3. Referred to attorney; 5. Conciliation with landlord; 6. Client provided with counseling; 7. 
Client provided with brief service; Source: ECHO Fair Housing (2020 - 2021) 

 
Table 3-18: ECHO’s Fair Housing Issues Outcomes Continued (2020-2021) 

Protected Class 
Counseling 
Provided Education 

to Landlord 
Insufficient 
Evidence 

Preparing 
Site Visit 

Referred To 
DFEH/HUD 

Successful 
Mediation 

Total 
Landlord Tenant 

Race 0 0 2 20 0 1 0 23 
National Origin 0 0 1 13 0 0 0 14 
Marital Status 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Sex 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Disability 2 25 2 12 0 4 15 60 
Religion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sexual 
Orientation 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Familial Status 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Income Source 3 3 0 16 1 0 1 24 
Sexual 
Harassment 

0 8 2 2 1 4 0 17 

Other 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Total 5 39 7 64 2 10 16 143 

Services that were not provided include (2.) Case tested by phone; (4.) Case referred to HUD and (8.) Case accepted for full 
representation. The most common action(s) taken/services provided are providing clients with counseling, followed by sending 
testers for investigation, and conciliation with landlords. Regardless of actions taken or services provided, almost 45% of cases are 
found to have insufficient evidence. Only about 12% of all cases resulted in successful mediation. 
Source: ECHO Fair Housing (2020 - 2021) 

LOCAL TRENDS  
In Brentwood, only three general fair housing inquiries were made to ECHO between 2016-2021. One 
client was provided with counseling on an inquiry on income source. Testers were sent for investigation 
in two inquiries that were racial in nature, but insufficient evidence was found.  
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Fair Housing Testing 
Fair housing testing is a randomized audit of property owners’ compliance with local, state, and federal 
fair housing laws. Initiated by the Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division in 1991, fair housing testing 
involves the use of an individual or individuals who pose as prospective renters for the purpose of 
determining whether a landlord is complying with local, state, and federal fair housing laws.  

REGIONAL TRENDS 
ECHO conducts fair housing investigations in Contra Costa County (except Pittsburg). The 2020 Contra 
Costa County AI did not report any findings on fair housing testing on the county level nor at the local 
level for the City of Brentwood, however, it does bring to attention that private discrimination is a problem 
in Contra Costa County that continues to perpetuate segregation.  

Fair Housing Education and Outreach  
REGIONAL TRENDS 
Fair housing outreach and education is imperative to ensure that those experiencing discrimination know 
when and how to seek help. Find below a more detailed description of fair housing services provided by 
local housing, social services, and legal service organizations. 

Fair Housing Advocates of Northern California (FHANC)  
FHANC is a non-profit agency with a mission to actively support and promote fair housing through 
education and advocacy. Fair housing services provided to residents outside of Marin, Sonoma, or Solano 
County include foreclosure prevention services and information, information on fair housing law for the 
housing industry, and other fair housing literature. The majority of the fair housing literature is provided 
in Spanish and English, with some provided in Vietnamese and Tagalog.  
 
Eden Council for Hope and Opportunity (ECHO) Fair Housing  
ECHO Fair Housing is a HUD-approved housing counseling agency that aims to promote equal access in 
housing, provide support services to aid in the prevention of homelessness, and promote permanent 
housing conditions. The organization provides education and charitable assistance to the general public 
in matters related to obtaining and maintaining housing in addition to rental assistance, housing 
assistance, tenant/landlord counseling, homeseeking, homesharing, and mortgage and home purchase 
counseling. In Contra Costa County, ECHO Fair Housing provides fair housing services, first-time home 
buyer counseling and education, and tenant/landlord services (rent review and eviction harassment 
programs are available only in Concord). Although ECHO serves most of Contra Costa County, only one 
fair housing counselor serves the County. Fair housing services encompasses: 

 Counseling, investigation, mediation, enforcement, and education.  
 First-time home buyer counseling provides one-on-one counseling with a Housing Counselor on 

the homebuying process. The Housing Counselor will review all documentation, examine and 
identify barriers to homeownership, create an action plan, and prepare potential homebuyers for 
the responsibility of being homeowners. The Housing Counselor will also review the credit 
reports, determine what steps need to be taken to clean up adverse credit, provide counseling on 
money-saving methods, and assist in developing a budget.  

 First-time home buyer education provides classroom training regarding credit information, home 
ownership incentives, home buying opportunities, predatory lending, home ownership 
responsibilities, government-assisted programs, as well as conventional financing. The class also 
provides education on how to apply for HUD-insured mortgages, purchase procedures, and 
alternatives for financing the purchase. Education also includes information on fair housing and 
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fair lending and how to recognize discrimination and predatory lending procedures, and locating 
accessible housing if needed.  

 ECHO’s Tenant/Landlord Services provides information to tenants and landlords on rental housing 
issues such as evictions, rent increases, repairs and habitability, harassment, illegal entry, and 
other rights and responsibilities regarding the tenant/landlord relationship. Trained mediators 
assist in resolving housing disputes through conciliation and mediation 

 In cities that adopt ordinances to allow Rent Reviews (City of Concord only in Contra Costa 
County), tenants can request a rent review from ECHO Housing by phone or email. This allows 
tenants who experience rent increases exceeding 10% in a 12-month period to seek non-binding 
conciliation and mediation services. 

 
Though the Contra Costa County Consortium Analysis of Impediments (AI) to Fair Housing states that the 
organization provides information in Spanish, the ECHO website is predominantly in English with options 
to translate the homepage into various languages. Navigating the entire site may be difficult for the 
limited-English proficient (LEP) population.  
 
Bay Area Legal Aid (BayLegal) 
BayLegal is the largest civil legal aid provider serving seven Bay Area counties (Alameda, Contra Costa, 
Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara). With respect to affordable housing, BayLegal 
has a focus area in housing preservation (landlord-tenant matters, subsidized and public housing issues, 
unlawful evictions, foreclosures, habitability, and enforcement of fair housing laws) as well as a 
homelessness task force that provides legal services and advocacy for systems change to maintain 
housing, help people exit homelessness, and protect unhoused persons’ civil rights. The organization 
provides translations for their online resources to over 50 languages and uses volunteer 
interpreters/translators to help provide language access. Its legal advice line provides counsel and advice 
in different languages. Specific to Contra Costa County, tenant housing resources are provided in English 
and Spanish.  
 
The Housing Preservation practice is designed to protect families from illegal evictions, substandard 
housing conditions, and wrongful denials and terminations of housing subsidies. The practice also works 
to preserve and expand affordable housing and protect families from foreclosure rescue scams. BayLegal 
helps low-income tenants obtain or remain in safe affordable housing by providing legal assistance in 
housing-law related areas such as public, subsidized (including Section 8 and other HUD subsidized 
projects) and private housing, fair housing and housing discrimination, housing conditions, rent control, 
eviction defense, lock-outs and utility shut-offs, residential hotels, and training advocates and community 
organizations.  
 
BayLegal also provides free civil legal services to low-income individuals and families to prevent 
homelessness and increase housing stability as well as assist unhoused youth/adults address legal barriers 
that prevent them from exiting homelessness. This is done through a mix of direct legal services, coalition 
building and partnerships, policy advocacy, and litigation to advocate for systems change that will help 
people maintain housing, exit homelessness, and protect unhoused persons’ civil rights. The 
Homelessness Task Force (HTF) was developed in response to complex barriers and inequities contributing 
to homelessness and strives to build capacity and develop best practices across the seven aforementioned 
counties to enhance BayLegal’s coordinated, multi-systems response to homelessness.  
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Pacific Community Services, Inc. (PCSI) 
PCSI is a private non-profit housing agency that serves East Contra Costa County (Bay Point, Antioch, and 
Pittsburg) and provides fair housing counseling in English and Spanish. Housing Counseling Services 
provided include:  

 Foreclosure Prevention: Consists of a personal interview and the development of a case 
management plan for families to keep their homes and protect any equity that may have built up. 
Relief measures sought include: loan modification or reduced payments, reinstatement and 
assistance under ‘Keep Your Home’ program, forbearance agreements, deed-in-lieu of 
foreclosure, refinancing or recasting the mortgage, or sale of the property 

 Homeownership Counseling: Prepares first-time buyers for a successful home purchase by helping 
them in budgeting, understanding the home purchase process, and understanding the fees that 
lenders may charge to better prepare new buyers when acquiring their first home.  

 Rental Counseling; Tenant and Landlord Rights: PCSI provides information and assistance in 
dealing with eviction and unlawful detainer actions, deposit returns, habitability issues, getting 
repairs done, mediation of tenant/landlord disputes, assisting tenant organizations, legal referrals 
to Bay Area Legal Aid & Bar Association resources, pre-rental counseling and budgeting 

 Fair Housing Services: Include counseling regarding fair housing rights, referral services and 
education and outreach. PCSI offers training for landlords and owners involving issues of 
compliance with federal and state fair housing regulations.  

 Fair Housing Education and Outreach: Offers informative workshops for social service 
organizations and persons of protected categories. These workshops are designed to inform 
individuals how to recognize and report housing discrimination.  

Though PCSI’s list of available services is comprehensive, their website lacks contact information, 
resources, and accessibility. 

LOCAL TRENDS 
The City of Brentwood provides Affordable Housing Programs such as down payment assistance, first time 
homebuyer programs, affordable rental housing, and a list of preferred lenders for home mortgages.  The 
city also directs its residents to external housing resources (e.g., BayLegal, HUD, etc.) to assist in preserving 
homeownership, provide housing counseling, and provide legal assistance.  

Integration and Segregation  

Race/Ethnicity 
Segregation is defined as the separation or isolation of a race/ethnic group, national origin group, 
individuals with disabilities, or other social group by enforced or voluntary residence in a restricted area, 
by barriers to social connection or dealings between persons or groups, by separate educational facilities, 
or by other discriminatory means. 

To measure segregation in a given jurisdiction, the US Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) provides racial or ethnic dissimilarity trends. Dissimilarity indices are used to measure the evenness 
with which two groups (frequently defined on racial or ethnic characteristics) are distributed across the 
geographic units, such as block groups within a community. The index ranges from 0 to 100, with 0 
meaning no segregation and 100 indicating complete segregation between the two groups. The index 
score can be understood as the percentage of one of the two groups that would need to move to produce 
an even distribution of racial/ethnic groups within the specified area. For example, if an index score is 
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above 60, 60% of people in the specified area would need to move to eliminate segregation. The following 
shows how HUD views various levels of the index: 

 <40: Low Segregation 
 40-54: Moderate Segregation 
 >55: High Segregation 

REGIONAL TRENDS 
Contra Costa County is a large, diverse jurisdiction in which people of color comprise a majority of the 
population. As of the 2010 Census, 47.75% of residents were non-Hispanic Whites, 8.92% of residents 
were non-Hispanic Blacks, 24.36% were Hispanics, 14.61% were non-Hispanic Asians or Pacific Islanders, 
0.28% were non-Hispanic Native Americans, 3.77% were non-Hispanic multiracial individuals, and 0.30% 
identified as some other race. Refer to Figure 3-7 for the distribution and proportion of non-white 
residents at the block group level2.  

In Contra Costa County, all minority (non-White) residents combined are considered moderately 
segregated from White residents, with an index score of 41.86 at the Census tract level and 44.93 at the 
block group level (Table 3-19). Segregation between non-white and white residents has remained 
relatively steady since 1990. However, since 1990 segregation has increased from low to moderate levels 
for Hispanic residents, the largest increase amongst all racial/ethnic groups. This trend is commonly seen 
throughout the State and is likely attributed to an increase of Hispanic residents during the migration 
boom of the mid-to-late 1990s. A 2% increase in segregation also occurred for Asian or Pacific Islander 
residents. Block group level data reveals that segregation is more prominent amongst Asian or Pacific 
Islander residents than what is measured at the tract level (index score of 40.55 at the block group level 
versus 35.67 at the tract level). For Black residents, segregation has decreased by 13% since 1990. The 
proportion of Black residents has remained relatively steady during this same time period, indicating 
segregation has been diminishing for the Black population. 

  

 

 

2 Block groups (BGs) are the next level above census blocks in the geographic hierarchy (census blocks are the smallest geographic 
area for which the Bureau of the Census collects and tabulates decennial census data). A BG is a combination of census blocks that 
is a subdivision of a census tract or block numbering area (BNA). A county or its statistically equivalent entity contains either census 
tracts or BNAs; it cannot contain both. The BG is the smallest geographic entity for which the decennial census tabulates and 
publishes sample data.  
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Figure 3-7: Racial Demographics in Contra Costa County 

 

Table 3-19: Racial/Ethnic Dissimilarity Trends (1990–2020) in Contra Costa County 

Dissimilarity Index 1990 Trend 2000 Trend 2010 Trend 
Current 

(2010 Census Block Group)3 

Non-White/White 41.19 41.95 41.86 44.93 

Black/White 67.52 62.54 58.42 61.80 

Hispanic/White  36.70 45.24 48.07 49.49 

Asian or Pacific Islander/White 34.89 32.73 35.67 40.55 
Source: HUD’s Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Tool (AFFH-T), Table 3 – Racial/Ethnic Dissimilarity Trends, Data version: 
AFFHT006, released July 10th, 2020. 

 

  

 

 

3 Note: The table presents Decennial Census values for 1990, 2000, 2010, all calculated by HUD using census tracts as the area of 
measurement. The “current” figure is calculated using block groups from the 2010 Decennial Census, because block groups can measure 
segregation at a finer grain than census tracts due to their smaller geographies. See 
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/fair_housing_equal_opp/affh for more information. 
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A key aspect of fair housing choice is equal access to credit for the purchase or improvement of a home, 
particularly considering the continued impacts of the lending/credit crisis. In the past, credit market 
distortions and other activities such as “redlining” were prevalent and prevented some groups from 
having equal access to credit. The Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) in 1977 and the subsequent Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) were designed to improve access to credit for all members of the 
community and hold the lender industry responsible for community lending. Under HMDA, lenders are 
required to disclose information on the disposition of home loan applications and on the race or national 
origin, gender, and annual income of loan applicants.  

However, lending discrimination continues to be a contributing factor to disproportionate housing needs, 
as class groups who struggle to obtain access to loans are more likely to experience housing problems 
such as cost burdens, overcrowding, and substandard housing, and to be renters rather than 
homeowners. When banks and other financial institutions deny loan applications from people of color, 
they are less likely to achieve home ownership and instead must turn to the rental market. As Contra 
Costa’s rental housing market grows increasingly unaffordable, Black or African American population and 
Hispanic or Latino population are disproportionately impacted. Table 3-20 below shows that home loan 
applications by Black or African American and Hispanic or Latino individuals are denied at higher rates 
than those of White or Asian individuals. Because Black or African American and Hispanic or Latino 
individuals in the region are denied loans at far higher rights than White or Asian individuals, their families 
are far more likely to have less access to quality education, healthcare, and employment. 

When minorities are unable to obtain loans, they are far more likely to be relegated to certain areas of 
the community. While de jure segregation (discriminatory separation of groups of people by government-
enacted law) is currently illegal, the drastic difference in loans denied between White individuals and 
minorities perpetuates de facto segregation, which is segregation that is not created by the law, but which 
forms a pattern as a result of various outside factors, including former laws. 

Table 3-20: Home Loan Application Denial Rates by Race/Ethnicity in Contra Costa County 

Race/Ethnicity 
FHA, FSA/RHA, 
and VA Home– 
Purchase Loans 

Conventional 
Home-

Purchase 
Loans 

Refinance 
Loans 

Home 
Improvement 
Loans Multi-

Family Homes 

Multi-family 
Homes 

White, Non-Hispanic 9.2% 8.0% 16.6% 19.5% 9.5% 
Black or African American, 
Non-Hispanic 

14.8% 13.5% 27.1% 34.6% 29.4% 

Asian, Non-Hispanic 13.1% 9.8% 15.2% 19.3% 12.3% 
Hispanic or Latino 11.3% 12.0% 22.3% 31.0% 28.6% 
Source: Contra Costa County AI (2020) 
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LOCAL TRENDS 
According to the 2015-2019 American Community Survey, the majority (55.50%) of residents in the City 
of Brentwood were non-Hispanic Whites. 25.12% of residents were Hispanic or Latino, 8.18% were non-
Hispanic Asians, 5.75% were non-Hispanic multiracial, and 5.10% were non-Hispanic Black or African 
American. Non-Hispanic Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaskan 
Natives, and non-Hispanic other races were the minority of the city, making up only 0.22%, 0.08% and 
0.05% of the population respectively. Refer to Table 3-21 for a comparison of racial composition in Contra 
Costa County and in the City of Brentwood. 

Table 3-21: Racial Composition for Contra Costa County and Brentwood 

Race Contra Costa County  City of Brentwood 

White, non-Hispanic 47.75% 55.50% 

Black or African-American, non-Hispanic 8.92% 5.10% 

American Indian and Alaska Native, non-Hispanic 0.28% 0.08% 

Asian, non-Hispanic 14.61%* 8.18% 

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, non-Hispanic N/A 0.22% 

Some other race, non-Hispanic 0.30%  0.05% 

Two or more races, non-Hispanic 3.77% 5.75% 

Hispanic or Latino  24.36% 25.12% 

*Asian and Pacific Islander combined 
Sources: American Community Survey, 2015-2019; ABAG Housing Needs Data Package; Contra Costa County Consortium Analysis 
of Impediments to Fair Housing 2020-2025 

 
Dissimilarity Indices for the City of Brentwood are not provided by the HUD Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing Tool (AFFH-T) because the city does not directly receive HUD funds through the Community 
Development Block Grant (CDBG), HOME Investment Partnerships Program (HOME), or Emergency 
Solutions Grants (ESG) program. According to the Contra Costa County AI though, there is increasing 
segregation of Black and Hispanic residents in Brentwood.  
 
The AFFH Data Viewer does, however, provide visuals on racial demographics for the City of Brentwood 
on the block group level. Refer to Figure 3-8. Brentwood has a relatively homogenous distribution and 
proportion of non-white residents. The majority of the city has block groups where 21-40% of the 
population are non-white. The central western portion of the city has block groups with less than 20% of 
non-white residents. The northeastern portion of the city has the highest percentage of non-white 
residents (61-80%).  DRAFT
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Figure 3-8: Racial Demographics in Brentwood 

 

HATE CRIMES 
Hate crimes are violent acts against people, property, or organizations because of the group to which they 
belong or identify with. The Federal Fair Housing Act makes it illegal to threaten, harass, intimidate, or act 
violently toward a person who has exercised their right to free housing choice. Table 3-22 below identifies 
the reported hate crimes in the City of Brentwood between 2014 and 2020. A total of 11 hate crimes were 
reported over 7 years. Hate crimes in Brentwood were due to race, ethnicity, and/or ancestry, religion, 
and gender identity. The most prevalent hate crime was Anti-Black or African American crimes. 

Table 3-22: City of Brentwood, Reported Hate Crimes by Bias Motivation (2015-2019) 

Year 
Race/ 

Ethnicity/ 
Ancestry 

Religion 
Sexual 

Orientation 
Disability Gender 

Gender 
Identity 

Total 

2014 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
2015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2017 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 
2018 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 
2019 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 
2020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 6 4 0 0 0 1 11 
Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reporting. Hate Crime Statistics Report, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 
and 2019. 
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Persons with Disabilities 
In 1988, Congress added protections against housing discrimination for persons with disabilities through 
the FHA, which protects against intentional discrimination and unjustified policies and practices with 
disproportionate effects. The FHA also includes the following unique provisions to persons with 
disabilities: (1) prohibits the denial of requests for reasonable accommodations for persons with 
disabilities if necessary, to afford an individual equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling; and (2) 
prohibits the denial of reasonable modification requests. With regards to fair housing, persons with 
disabilities have special housing needs because of the lack of accessible and affordable housing, and the 
higher health costs associated with their disability. In addition, many may be on fixed incomes that further 
limit their housing options. 

REGIONAL TRENDS 
According to the 2015-2019 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year estimates, 118,603 residents 
(10.9% of Contra Costa County’s population) reported having one of six disability types listed in the ACS 
(hearing, vision, cognitive, ambulatory, self-care, and independent living). The percentage of residents 
detailed by disability are listed in Table 3-23 below. Note that an individual may report more than one 
disability.  

Table 3-23: Percentage of Populations by Disability Types in Contra Costa County and Brentwood 
Disability Type Contra Costa County City of Brentwood 

Hearing 2.9% 2.70% 
Vision 1.8% 1.06% 
Cognitive 4.4% 2.99% 
Ambulatory 5.9% 5.38% 
Self-Care Difficulty 2.4% 1.99% 
Independent Living Difficulty 5.2% 5.10% 

Percentage of Total Population with Disability4 10.9% 9.24% 
Source: 2019 ACS 5-year Estimates 
 
In both Contra Costa County and the City of Brentwood, the percentage of individuals with disabilities also 
increases with age, with the highest percentage of individuals with disabilities being those 65 years and 
older. Refer to Table 3-24 for the distribution of percentages by age.  

Table 3-24: Percentage of Population with Disabilities by Age in Contra Costa County and Brentwood 
Age Contra Costa County Age  City of Brentwood 

Under 5 years 0.8% 
Under 18 2.71% 

5 - 17 years 4.9% 
18 - 34 years 6.2% 

18 - 64 years 6.57% 
35 - 64 years 9.7% 
65 - 74 years 21.5% 

65 years and over 34.33% 
75 years and over 51.2% 
Source: 2019 ACS 5-year Estimates 

 

 

4 These disabilities are counted separately and are not mutually exclusive, as an individual may report more than one disability. These counts 
should not be summed. 
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In terms of geographic dispersal, there is a relatively homogenous dispersal of persons with disabilities, 
especially in Central Contra Costa County, where most census tracts have less than 10% of individuals with 
disabilities. Towards Eastern Contra Costa County, the Western boundary, and parts of Southern Contra 
Costa County, however, the percentage of population with disabilities increases to 10–20%. Comparing 
Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-17, note that areas with a high percentage of populations with disabilities 
correspond with areas with high housing choice voucher (HCV) concentration (24% of people who utilize 
HCVs in Contra Costa County have a disability). Though use of HCVs do not represent a proxy for actual 
accessible units, participating landlords remain subject to the FHA to provide reasonable accommodations 
and allow tenants to make reasonable modifications at their own expense. Areas with a high percentage 
of populations with disabilities also correspond to areas with high percentages of low-moderate income 
communities. The above demographic information indicates socioeconomic trends of populations of 
persons with disabilities.  

Figure 3-9: Distribution of Population with a Disability in Contra Costa County 
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LOCAL TRENDS 
Though the City of Brentwood has a slightly lower percentage of population with disabilities, the city’s 
overall disability statistics are consistent with Contra Costa County’s. The greatest percentage of 
disabilities in Brentwood consist of ambulatory disabilities, followed by independent living, cognitive, 
hearing, self-care, and vision difficulties. Overall, 9.24% of residents in Brentwood have a disability of any 
kind.  

Referring to Figure 3-10, Brentwood has an overall low-to-moderate distribution of population with 
disabilities in the city. The northern central part of the city has less than 10% of population with a 
disability; the rest of the city has 10% – 20% of population with a disability.  

Figure 3-10: Distribution of Population with a Disability in Brentwood 

 

Familial Status 
Under the FHA, housing providers (e.g., landlords, property managers, real estate agents, or property 
owners) may not discriminate because of familial status. Familial status refers to the presence of at least 
one child under 18 years old, pregnant persons, or any person in the process of securing legal custody of 
a minor child (including adoptive or foster parents). Examples of familial status discrimination include 
refusing to rent to families with children, evicting families once a child joins the family (through birth, 
adoption, or custody), enforcing overly restrictive rules regarding children’s use of common areas, 
requiring families with children to live on specific floors, buildings, or areas, charging additional rent, 
security deposit, or fees because a household has children, advertising a preference for households 
without children, and lying about unit availability.  

Families with children often have special housing needs due to lower per capita income, the need for 
affordable childcare, the need for affordable housing, or the need for larger units with three or more 
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bedrooms. Single parent households are also protected by fair housing law. Of particular consideration 
are female-headed households, who may experience greater housing affordability challenges due to 
typically lower household incomes compared to two-parent households. Often, sex and familial status 
intersect to compound the discrimination faced by single mothers.  

REGIONAL TRENDS 
Figure 3-11 indicates that most children living in Contra Costa County live in married-couple households, 
especially in central parts of the county where the percentage of children in such households exceed 80%. 
Census tracts adjacent to these areas also have relatively high percentages of children living in married-
couple households (60%–80%). Census tracts with the lowest percentage of children in married-couple 
households (less than 20%) are located between Pittsburg and Antioch. 

Figure 3-11: Distribution of Percentage of Children in Married-Couple Households in Contra Costa 
County 
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Figure 3-12 depicts the concentration of households headed by single mothers in the County by Census 
Tract. Areas of concentration include Richmond, San Pablo, Rodeo, Bay Point, Pittsburg, Antioch, and to 
the west of Concord. Those communities are also areas of high minority populations. By contrast, central 
County, in general, and the portions of central County to the south of the City of Concord have relatively 
low concentrations of children living in female-headed households (less than 20%). These tend to be more 
heavily White or White and Asian and Pacific Islander communities.  

Figure 3-12: Distribution of Percentage of Children in Female-Headed, No-Spouse or No-Partner 
Households in Contra Costa County 

 
LOCAL TRENDS  
Referring to Figure 3-13, all census tracts in Brentwood have at least 61%–80% of children in married-
couple households. The southern and east-most areas have over 80% of children in married-couple 
households. In terms of the percentage of children in female-headed households, however, all census 
tracts in the city have less than 20% of such households. Tracts with lower percentage of children in 
female-headed households have higher percentages of children in married-couple households and vice 
versa. 
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Figure 3-13: Percent of Children in Married-Couple Households by Tract in Brentwood 

 
Figure 3-14: Percent of Children in Female-Headed Households by Tract in Brentwood 
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Income Level  
Each year, HUD receives custom tabulations of American Community Survey (ACS) data from the U.S. 
Census Bureau. Known as the "CHAS" data (Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy), it 
demonstrates the number of households in need of housing assistance by estimating the number of 
households that have certain housing problems and have income low enough to qualify for HUD’s 
programs (primarily 30%, 50%, and 80% of median income). HUD defines a Low to Moderate Income (LMI) 
area as a census tract or block group where over 51% of the population is LMI (based on HUD income 
definition of up to 80% of the Area Median Income) 

REGIONAL TRENDS 
Figure 3-15 shows the LMI areas in Contra Costa County by block group. Most of central Contra Costa 
County has less than 25% of LMI populations. Block groups with high concentrations of LMI (between 75–
100% of the population) can be found clustered around Antioch, Pittsburg, Richmond, and San Pablo. 
There are also small pockets with high percentages of LMI population around Concord. Other areas of the 
county have a moderate percentage of LMI population (25%–75%).  

Figure 3-15: Population with Low to Moderate Income Levels in Contra Costa County 
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Table 3-25 lists Contra Costa County households by income category and tenure. Based on the above 
definition, 38.71% of Contra Costa County households are considered LMI as they earn less than 80% of 
the HUD Area Median Family Income (HAMFI). Almost 60% of all renters are considered LMI compared to 
only 27.5% of owner households.  

Table 3-25: Households by Income Category and Tenure in Contra Costa County 

Income Distribution Overview  Owner Renter Total 

Household Income < 30% HAMFI 7.53% 26.95% 14.40% 

Household Income >30% to < 50% HAMFI 8.85% 17.09%  11.76% 

Household Income >50% to < 80% HAMFI 11.12% 15.16% 12.55% 

Household Income >80% to < 100% HAMFI 8.98% 9.92% 9.31% 

Household Income >100% HAMFI 63.52%  30.89% 51.98% 

Total Population 248,670 135,980 384,645 

Source: HUD Office of Policy Development and Research (PD&R) CHAS Data; 2011–2015 ACS 

 
LOCAL TRENDS  
Figure 3-16 below shows the percent of population with low to moderate income levels by block group in 
the City of Brentwood. The block groups located in the most central portion of the city have the highest 
percentage of LMI populations (75% –100%). Radiating from the center, block groups in the east have 
50%–75% of LMI populations, 25%–50% towards the west, and less than 25% in the outermost portions 
towards the south and west. A section of block groups in central Brentwood have less than 25% of LMI 
population as well. Block groups with less than 25% of LMI correlate with block groups with median 
household income greater than $125,000 and over 80% of overpayment by renters.  

Table 3-26 provides a list of households by income category and tenure in the City of Brentwood. 
Generally speaking, there are disparities between the incomes of homeowners and renters, a pattern 
observed on both the regional and local level. In Brentwood, only 28.89% of owner households are 
considered LMI (earns less than 80% of HAMFI) compared to almost 60% of renter households. The 
reverse is true for those of high income households (more than 100% of HAMFI), where almost 65% of 
owner households are high income and only about 34% of renter households are high income.  
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Figure 3-16: Population with Low to Moderate Income Levels in Brentwood 

 

Table 3-26: Households by Income Category and Tenure in Brentwood 

Income Distribution Overview  Owner Renter Total 

Household Income < 30% HAMFI 5.37% 22.15% 9.73% 

Household Income >30% to < 50% HAMFI 9.72% 21.17% 12.70% 

Household Income >50% to < 80% HAMFI 13.80% 14.12% 13.88% 

Household Income >80% to < 100% HAMFI 7.70% 8.80% 7.98% 

Household Income >100% HAMFI 63.41% 33.77% 55.71% 

Total Population 13,120 4,605 17,725 

HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHERS (HCV) 
Housing Choice Vouchers (HCV) are a form of HUD rental subsidy issued to low-income households that 
promise to pay a certain amount of the household’s rent. Prices, or payment standards, are set based on 
the rent in the metropolitan area, and voucher households must pay any difference between the rent and 
the voucher amount. Participants of the HCV program are free to choose any rental housing that meets 
program requirements 

An analysis of the trends in HCV concentration can be useful in examining the success of the program in 
improving the living conditions and quality of life of its holders. One of the objectives of the HCV program 
is to encourage participants to avoid high-poverty neighborhoods and encourage the recruitment of 
landlords with rental properties in low-poverty neighborhoods. HCV programs are managed by Public 
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Housing Agencies (PHAs), and the program’s assessment structure (Section Eight Management 
Assessment Program) includes an “expanding housing opportunities” indicator that shows whether the 
PHA has adopted and implemented a written policy to encourage participation by owners of units located 
outside areas of poverty or minority concentration.  

A study prepared by HUD’s Office of Policy Development and Research found a positive association 
between the HCV share of occupied housing and neighborhood poverty concentration, and a negative 
association between rent and neighborhood poverty. This means that HCV use was concentrated in areas 
of high poverty where rents tend to be lower. In areas where these patterns occur, the program has not 
succeeded in moving holders out of areas of poverty. 

Location Affordability 
The Location Affordability Index was developed by HUD in collaboration with DOT under the federal 
Partnership for Sustainable Communities. One objective of the Partnership is to increase public access to 
data on housing, transportation, and land use. Before this Index, there was no standardized national data 
source on household transportation expenses, which limited the ability of homebuyers and renters to fully 
account for the cost of living in a particular city or neighborhood. 

The prevailing standard of affordability in the United States is paying 30% or less of your family’s income 
on housing, but this fails to account for transportation costs. Transportation costs have grown significantly 
as a proportion of household income since this standard was established. According to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, in the 1930's American households spent just 8% of their income on transportation. Since 
then, as a substantial proportion of the U.S. population has migrated from center cities to surrounding 
suburbs and exurbs and come to rely more heavily (or exclusively) on cars, that percentage has steadily 
increased, peaking at 19.1% in 2003. As of 2013, households spent on average about 17% of their annual 
income on transportation, second only to housing costs in terms of budget impact. And for many working-
class and rural households, transportation costs actually exceed housing costs. 

REGIONAL TRENDS 
According to the Contra Costa County AI, the Housing Authority of Contra Costa County (HACCC) 
administers approximately 7,000 units of affordable housing under the HCV program (and Shelter Care 
Plus program). Northwest Contra Costa County is served by the Richmond Housing Authority (RHA) that 
administers approximately 1,851 HCVs. North-central Contra Costa County is served by the Housing 
Authority of the City of Pittsburg (HACP), which manages 1,118 tenant-based HCVs. 

The HCV program serves as a mechanism for bringing otherwise unaffordable housing within reach of low-
income populations. With reference to Figure 3-17, the program appears to be most prominent in western 
Contra Costa County, in heavily Black and Hispanic areas, and in the northeast of the County, in 
predominantly Black, Hispanic, and Asian areas. Central Contra Costa County largely has no data on the 
percentage of renter units with HCVs. The correlation between low rents and a high concentration of HCV 
holders holds true for the areas around San Pablo, Richmond, Martinez, Pittsburg, and Antioch. 

Figure 3-18 shows the Location Affordability Index in Contra Costa County. In Contra Costa County, the 
majority of the county has a median gross rent of $2,000–$2,500. Central Contra Costa County (areas 
between Danville and Walnut Creek) have the highest rents around $3,000 or more. The most affordable 
tracts in the county are along the perimeter of the County in cities like Richmond, San Pablo, Pittsburg 
and Martinez. 
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Figure 3-17: Distribution of Percentage of Renter Units with HCVs in Contra Costa County 

  
Figure 3-18: Location Affordability Index in Contra Costa County
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LOCAL TRENDS 
The Contra Costa County Housing Authority administers and manages the Housing Voucher Program 
(Section 8) in most of Contra Costa County, including Brentwood. 

Figure 3-19 provides the percentage of renter units with Housing Choice Vouchers (HCV) in Brentwood. 
Census tracts located in northwestern Brentwood, west of State Route 4, have the highest percentage of 
renter units with HCVs (> 15% - 30%). Northeastern tracts have >5% - 15% of renter units with HCVs. 
Southwest tracts have > 0% - 5%. The southwest portion of the city has no data, which may indicate that 
no HCVs are used in the area. The areas with no data correspond to areas where rent is above $3,000 and 
median income higher than $87,000.  

Figure 3-19: Distribution of Percentage of Renter Units with Housing Choice Vouchers in Brentwood 
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Figure 3-20 shows the Location Affordability Index in the City of Brentwood. At greater than $3,000, 
median gross rent is highest in the southern portion of Brentwood. The western and eastern tracts of the 
city have median gross rent of less than $2,000. The central portion of the city running from north to south 
has a median gross rent of less than $2,500.   

When compared to Figure 3-44, census tracts with the highest percentage of renter units with HCVs 
correlate with census tracts that have over 80% of renters that experience cost burden (defined as 
households paying 30% or more of their gross income on housing expenses). 

Figure 3-20: Housing Affordability Index in Brentwood 

 
Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas  

Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/ECAP) 
Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/ECAPs) are geographic areas with significant 
concentrations of poverty and minority populations. HUD developed a census-tract based definition of 
R/ECAP that relies on a racial and ethnic concentration threshold and a poverty test. The threshold states 
that an area with a non-White population of 50% or more would be identified as a R/ECAP; the poverty 
test defines areas of extreme poverty as areas where 40% or more of the population live below the federal 
poverty line or where the poverty rate is three times the average poverty rate for the metropolitan area 
(whichever is lower). Thus, an area that meets either the racial or ethnic concentration and the poverty 
test would be classified as a R/ECAP. Identifying R/ECAPS facilitates an understanding of entrenched 
patterns of segregation and poverty due to the legacy effects of historically racist and discriminatory 
housing laws. 
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REGIONAL TRENDS 
In Contra Costa County, the only area that meets the official definition of a R/ECAP is Monument Corridor 
in Concord (highlighted with red stripes in Figure 3-21 below).  

Figure 3-21: R/ECAPs in Contra Costa County 

 

Expanded R/ECAPs in Contra Costa County 
According to the 2020 Contra Costa County AI, however, the HUD definition that utilizes the federal 
poverty rate is not suitable for analysis in the San Francisco Bay Area due to the high cost of living. The 
HUD definition would severely underestimate whether an individual is living in poverty. The Contra Costa 
County AI proposes an alternate definition of a R/ECAP that includes majority-minority census tracts that 
have poverty rates of 25% or more. Under this definition, twelve other census tracts would qualify as 
R/ECAPs in the areas of Antioch (1), Bay Point (1), Concord (3), Pittsburg (2), North Richmond (1), 
Richmond (3) and San Pablo (1). Refer to Figure 3-22 for the locations of R/ECAPS based on the expanded 
definition. Note that the Contra Costa County AI does not provide a legend for the map.  

According to the 2012–2016 American Community Survey, 69,326 people lived in these expanded 
R/ECAPs, representing 6.3% of the County’s population. Hispanic and Black populations make up a 
disproportionately large percentage of residents who reside in R/ECAPs compared to the population of 
the County or Region as a whole. In Contra Costa County, approximately 53% of individuals living in 
R/ECAPs are Hispanic, nearly 18% are Black, 19.57% are Mexican American, 4.65% are Salvadoran 
American, and 1.49% are Guatemalan Americans. Families with children under 18 still in the household 
comprise almost 60% of the population in Contra Costa County’s R/ECAPs. To those already living in 
poverty, the higher rate of dependent children in their households would translate to a greater strain on 
their resources. 
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 Figure 3-22: Expanded R/ECAPs in Contra Costa County 

 
LOCAL TRENDS  
The City of Brentwood has no (R/ECAPs) as defined by HUD.  

Figure 3-23: R/ECAPs in Brentwood 
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Racially Concentrated Areas of Affluence (RCAAs) 
Racially Concentrated Areas of Affluence (RCAAs) are defined by the HUD as communities with a large 
proportion of affluent and non-Hispanic White residents. According to a policy paper published by the 
HUD, non-Hispanic Whites are the most racially segregated group in the United States. In the same way 
neighborhood disadvantage is associated with concentrated poverty and high concentrations of people 
of color, distinct advantages are associated with residence in affluent, White communities. RCAAs are 
currently not available for mapping on the AFFH Data Viewer. As such, an alternate definition of RCAA 
from the University of Minnesota Humphrey School of Public Affairs is used in this analysis. RCAAs are 
defined as census tracts where (1) 80% or more of the population is white, and (2) the median household 
income is $125,000 or greater (slightly more than double the national median household income in 2016).  

REGIONAL TRENDS 
By cross-referencing Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-24, a string of RCAAs that run from Danville to Lafayette and 
tapers off towards Walnut Creek emerges. This aligns with the cities’ racial demographic and median 
income (summarized in Table 3-27 below). Although not all census tracts/block groups meet the criteria 
to qualify as RCAAs, there is a tendency for census block groups with higher white populations to have 
higher median incomes throughout the county. 

Figure 3-24: Median Household Income in Contra Costa County  
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Table 3-27: White Population and Median Household Income of RCAAs in Contra Costa County 

City White Population Median Household Income (2019) 

Danville 80.53% $160,808 

Lafayette  81.23%  $178,889 

Walnut Creek 74.05%  $105,948 

Source: DataUSA.io (2019) 

 
LOCAL TRENDS 
Figure 3-25 shows the median household income by block group in the City of Brentwood. Central 
Brentwood has the highest median income (> $125,000). Median household income for block groups 
decreases as block groups radiate out from the center. The lowest median income in the city is less than 
$55,000 near the southeast border. By cross-referencing Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-25, the block group with 
the highest percentage of White population also has the lowest median income in the city. Areas with 
high median income do not overlap with areas where there are high percentages of White residents, thus 
not qualifying these areas as RCAAs.  

Income above $87,000 is considered above HCD’s 2020 Median Income for California. A small block group 
located in southern Brentwood has a median household income of between $30,000–$55,000, lower than 
the HCD Median Income for California. This tract correlates with tracts where over 80% of renters 
experience cost burden in Figure 3-44.  

Figure 3-25: Median Household Income in Brentwood 
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Access to Opportunities  
Access to opportunity is a concept to approximate the link between place-based characteristics (e.g., 
education, employment, safety, and the environment) and critical life outcomes (e.g., health, wealth, and 
life expectancy). Ensuring access to opportunity means both improving the quality of life for residents of 
low-income communities, as well as supporting residents’ mobility and access to ‘high resource’ 
neighborhoods.  

TCAC Opportunity Maps  
TCAC Maps are opportunity maps created by the California Fair Housing Task Force (a convening of the 
Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) and the California Tax Credit Allocation 
Committee (TCAC)) to provide research and evidence-based policy recommendations to further HCD’s fair 
housing goals of (1) avoiding further segregation and concentration of poverty and (2) encouraging access 
to opportunity through land use policy and affordable housing, program design, and implementation. 
These opportunity maps identify census tracts with highest to lowest resources, segregation, and poverty, 
which in turn inform the TCAC to more equitably distribute funding for affordable housing in areas with 
the highest opportunity through the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) Program.  

TCAC Opportunity Maps display areas by highest to lowest resources by assigning scores (0–1) for each 
“domain” by census tracts – higher scores indicate higher “access” to the domain or higher “outcomes.” 
Refer to Table 3-28 for a list of domains and indicators. The scores are a combination of the three domains 
and rank census tracts by the level of resources (low, moderate, high, highest, and high poverty and 
segregation). The opportunity maps also identify areas with poverty and racial segregation through the 
following criteria:  

 Poverty: Tracts with at least 30 percent of population under the federal poverty line; 
 Racial Segregation: Tracts with location quotient higher than 1.25 for Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, or 

all people of color in comparison to the County 

Table 3-28: Domains and List of Indicators for Opportunity Maps 

Domain Indicator 

Economic  

Poverty 
Adult Education 
Employment 
Job Proximity 
Median Home Value 

Environmental  CalEnviroScreen 3.0 Pollution Indicators and Values 

Education 

Math Proficiency 
Reading Proficiency 
High School Graduation Rates 
Student Poverty Rates 

Source: California Fair Housing Task Force, Methodology for the 2021 TCAC/HCD Opportunity Maps, December 2020 

 
High resource areas have high index scores for a variety of opportunity indicators such as high 
employment rates, low poverty rates, proximity to jobs, high educational proficiency, and limited 
exposure to environmental health hazards. High resource tracts are areas that offer low-income residents 
the best chance of a high quality of life, whether through economic advancement, high educational 
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attainment, or clean environmental health. Moderate resource areas have access to many of the same 
resources as the high resource areas but may have fewer job opportunities, lower performing schools, 
lower median home values, or other factors that lower their indexes across the various economic, 
educational, and environmental indicators. Low resource areas are characterized as having fewer 
opportunities for employment and education, or a lower index for other economic, environmental, and 
educational indicators. These areas have greater quality of life needs and should be prioritized for future 
investment to improve opportunities for current and future residents. 

Information from opportunity mapping can help highlight the need for housing element policies and 
programs that would help to remediate conditions in low resource areas or areas of high segregation and 
poverty, and to encourage better access for low and moderate income and black, indigenous, and people 
of color (BIPOC) households to housing in high resource areas.  

REGIONAL TRENDS 
Figure 3-26 provides a visual representation of TCAC Opportunity Areas in Contra Costa County based on 
a composite score, where each tract is categorized based on percentile rankings of the level of resources 
within the region. The only census tract in Contra Costa County considered an area of high segregation 
and poverty is located in Martinez. Concentrations of low resource areas are located in the northwestern 
and eastern parts of the county (Richmond to Hercules and Concord to Oakley); census tracts with the 
highest resources are located in central and southern parts of the county (San Ramon, Danville, Moraga, 
and Lafayette). 

Figure 3-26: Composite Score of TCAC Opportunity Areas in Contra Costa County 
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LOCAL TRENDS 
The City of Brentwood is composed of mostly moderate resource areas, with a small sliver on the east 
considered low resource (Figure 3-27). When compared to Figure 3-49, the eastern tracts correspond to 
those areas defined as sensitive communities, where sensitive communities are communities vulnerable 
to displacement due to rising property values. 

Figure 3-27: TCAC Composite Scores in Brentwood 

 

Opportunity Indices 
This section presents the HUD-developed index scores based on nationally available data sources to assess 
residents’ access to key opportunity assets in comparison to the County. Table 3-29 provides index scores 
or values (the values range from 0 to 100) for the following opportunity indicator indices:  

 School Proficiency Index: The school proficiency index uses school-level data on the performance 
of 4th grade students on state exams to describe which neighborhoods have high-performing 
elementary schools nearby and which are near lower performing elementary schools. The higher 
the index value, the higher the school system quality is in a neighborhood.  

 Labor Market Engagement Index: The labor market engagement index provides a summary 
description of the relative intensity of labor market engagement and human capital in a 
neighborhood. This is based upon the level of employment, labor force participation, and 
educational attainment in a census tract. The higher the index value, the higher the labor force 
participation and human capital in a neighborhood. 

 Transit Trips Index: This index is based on estimates of transit trips taken by a family that meets 
the following description: a 3-person single-parent family with income at 50% of the median 
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income for renters for the region (i.e. the Core-Based Statistical Area (CBSA). The higher the transit 
trips index value, the more likely residents in that neighborhood utilize public transit. 

 Low Transportation Cost Index: This index is based on estimates of transportation costs for a 
family that meets the following description: a 3-person single-parent family with income at 50 
percent of the median income for renters for the region/CBSA. The higher the index value, the 
lower the cost of transportation in that neighborhood. 

 Jobs Proximity Index: The jobs proximity index quantifies the accessibility of a given residential 
neighborhood as a function of its distance to all job locations within a region/CBSA, with larger 
employment centers weighted more heavily. The higher the index value, the better the access to 
employment opportunities for residents in a neighborhood. 

 Environmental Health Index: The environmental health index summarizes potential exposure to 
harmful toxins at a neighborhood level. The higher the index value, the less exposure to toxins 
harmful to human health. Therefore, the higher the index value, the better the environmental 
quality of a neighborhood, where a neighborhood is a census block-group. 

Table 3-29: Opportunity Indices in Contra Costa County 

Index 
School 

Proficiency 
Transit 

Trip 
Low 

Transportation Cost 
Labor 

Market 
Jobs 

Proximity 
Environmental 

Health 

Total Population 

White, Non-Hispanic 69.32 79.83 71.72 68.76 49.30 54.75 

Black, Non-Hispanic 34.34 81.81 75.62 42.52 48.12 43.68 

Asian or Pacific Islander, 
Non-Hispanic 

59.43 80.81 72.22 66.87 45.27 52.22 

Native American, Non-
Hispanic 49.99 80.47 73.09 51.19 49.04 47.92 

Hispanic 39.38 82.31 75.57 42.30 45.11 43.85 

Population Below Federal Poverty Line 

White, Non-Hispanic 55.60 81.05 74.17 55.46 50.67 49.39 

Black, Non-Hispanic 25.84 84.03 78.23 32.63 48.69 39.84 

Asian or Pacific Islander, 
Non-Hispanic 

46.48 84.04 77.75 52.15 50.02 41.52 

Native American, Non-
Hispanic 

19.92 82.61 75.06 34.52 48.41 46.48 

Hispanic 30.50 84.69 78.06 32.01 44.57 38.66 

Note: American Community Survey Data are based on a sample and are subject to sampling variability. 
Source: AFFHT Data Table 12; Data Sources: Decennial Census; ACS; Great Schools; Common Core of Data; SABINS; LAI; 
LEHD; NATA 
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Education 
Housing and school policies are mutually reinforcing, which is why it is important to analyze access to 
educational opportunities when assessing fair housing. At the most general level, school districts with the 
greatest amount of affordable housing tend to attract larger numbers of LMI families (largely composed 
of minorities). As test scores are a reflection of student demographics, where Black/Hispanic/Latino 
students routinely score lower than their White peers, less diverse schools with higher test scores tend to 
attract higher income families to the school district. This is a fair housing issue because as higher income 
families move to the area, the overall cost of housing rises and an exclusionary feedback loop is created, 
leading to increased racial and economic segregation across districts as well as decreased access to high-
performing schools for non-White students. 

REGIONAL TRENDS 
According to the Contra Costa County AI, academic outcomes for low-income students are depressed by 
the presence of high proportions of low-income classmates; similarly situated low-income students 
perform at higher levels in schools with lower proportions of low income students. The research on racial 
segregation is consistent with the research on poverty concentration—positive levels of school integration 
led to improved educational outcomes for all students. Thus, it is important wherever possible to reduce 
school-based poverty concentration and to give low-income families access to schools with lower levels 
of poverty and greater racial diversity. The 2021 TCAC Opportunity Areas Education Composite Score for 
a census tract is based on math and reading proficiency, high school graduation rates, and student poverty 
rate indicators. The score is broken up by quartiles, with the highest quartile indicating more positive 
education outcomes and the lowest quartile signifying fewer positive outcomes. 

Figure 3-28: TCAC Opportunity Areas’ Education Score in Contra Costa County 
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There are 19 public school districts in Contra Costa County, in addition to 124 private schools and 19 
charter schools. Figure 3-28 shows that the northwestern and eastern parts of the county have the lowest 
education domain scores (less than 0.25) per census tracts, especially around Richmond and San Pablo, 
Pittsburg, Antioch, east of Clayton, and Concord and its northern unincorporated areas. Census tracts with 
the highest education domain scores (greater than 0.75) are located in central and southern parts of the 
county (bounded by San Ramon on the south; Orinda and Moraga on the west; Lafayette, Walnut Creek, 
Clayton, and Brentwood on the north). Overlaying Figure 3-24 and Figure 3-28 reveals that areas with 
lower education scores correspond with areas with lower income households (largely composed of 
minorities) and vice versa. Table 3-29 also indicates that index values for school proficiency are higher for 
White residents, indicating a greater access to high quality schools regardless of poverty status. 

LOCAL TRENDS 
The City of Brentwood is served by the Brentwood Union Elementary School District (BUESD) for 
elementary and middle schools and Liberty Union High School District (LUHSD) for high schools. The 
majority of the city has an Educational Score of 0.50–0.75. Southern tracts of the city have the highest 
percentile scores of above 0.75, which would indicate a more positive education outcome. Public schools 
in Brentwood Union Elementary School District (BUESD) have an average math proficiency score of 50% 
and a reading proficiency score of 59%. Public schools in Liberty Union High School District (LUHSD) have 
an average math proficiency score of 36% and reading proficiency score of 69%, higher than Contra Costa 
County’s, where the public school average for math proficiency is 19% and 21% for reading proficiency. In 
terms of minority enrollment, 59% of the student body is Hispanic in BUESD and 58% of the student body 
is Hispanic in LUHSD; 71% of the student body is Hispanic in the county.  

Figure 3-29: TCAC Opportunity Areas’ Education Score in Brentwood 
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Transportation  
Access to public transit is of paramount importance to households affected by low incomes and rising 
housing prices, especially because lower income households are often transit dependent. Public transit 
should strive to link lower income persons, who are often transit dependent, to major employers where 
job opportunities exist. Access to employment via public transportation can reduce welfare usage and 
increase housing mobility, which enables residents to locate housing outside of traditionally low-income 
neighborhoods.  

Transportation opportunities are depicted by two indices: (1) the transit trips index and (2) the low 
transportation cost index. The transit trips index measures how often low-income families in a 
neighborhood use public transportation. The index ranges from 0 to 100, with higher values indicating a 
higher likelihood that residents in a neighborhood utilize public transit. The low transportation cost index 
measures cost of transportation and proximity to public transportation by neighborhood. It too varies 
from 0 to 100, and higher scores point to lower transportation costs in that neighborhood.  

REGIONAL TRENDS 
Neither indices, regardless of poverty level, varies noticeably across racial/ethnic categories. All races and 
ethnicities score highly on both indices with values close in magnitude. If these indices are accurate 
depictions of transportation accessibility, it is possible to conclude that all racial and ethnic classes have 
high and relatively equal access to transportation at both the jurisdiction and regional levels. If anything, 
both indices appear to take slightly higher values for non-Hispanic Blacks and Hispanics, suggesting better 
access to transit and lower costs for these protected groups. 

Contra Costa County is served by rail, bus, and ferry transit but the quality of service varies across the 
county. Much of Contra Costa County is connected to other parts of the East Bay as well as to San Francisco 
and San Mateo County by Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) rail service. The Richmond-Warm Springs/South 
Fremont and Richmond-Daly City/Millbrae Lines serve El Cerrito and Richmond during peak hours while 
the Antioch-SFO Line extends east from Oakland to serve Orinda, Lafayette, Walnut Creek, Contra Costa 
Center/Pleasant Hill, Concord, and the Pittsburg/Bay Point station. An eastward extension, also known as 
eBART, began service on May 26, 2018. The extension provides service beyond the Pittsburg/Bay Point 
station to the new Pittsburg Center and Antioch stations. The Capitol Corridor route provides rail service 
between San Jose and Sacramento and serves commuters in Martinez and Richmond. 

In contrast to rail transportation, bus service is much more fragmented in the County and regionally. 
Several different bus systems including Tri-Delta Transit, AC Transit, County Connection, and WestCat 
provide local service in different sections of the County. The lack of an integrated network can make it 
harder for transit riders to understand how to make a trip that spans multiple operators and adds costs 
during a daily commute.  

Within Contra Costa County, transit is generally not as robust in east County despite growing demand for 
public transportation among residents. The lack of adequate public transportation makes it more difficult 
for lower-income people in particular to access jobs. Average transit commutes in Pittsburg and Antioch 
exceed 70 minutes. In Brentwood, average transit commute times exceed 100 minutes. 

Transit agencies that service Contra Costa County include County Connection, Tri Delta Transit, WestCAT, 
AC Transit, and BART. The County Connection Bus (CCCTA) is the largest bus transit system in the county 
that provides fixed-route and paratransit bus service for communities in Central Contra Costa. Other non-
Contra Costa agencies that provide express service to the county include:  
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 San Francisco Bay Ferry (Richmond to SF Ferry Building); 
 Golden Gate Transit (Line 40); 
 WHEELS Livermore Amador Valley Transit Authority (Route 70x); 
 SolTrans (Route 80/82 and the Yellow Line); 
 Capitol Corridor (Richmond/Martinez to cities between Auburn and San Jose); 
 Fairfield & Suisun Transit (Intercity express routes); 
 Altamont Corridor Express (commute-hour trains from Pleasanton); 
 Napa Vine Transit (Route 29) 

Figure 3-30: Public Transit Routes in Contra Costa County 
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LOCAL TRENDS 
Brentwood is served primarily by the Tri Delta Transit (Eastern Contra Costa Transit Authority). Tri-Delta 
Transit provides local public transportation including a Dimes-A-Ride bus program that services 
Brentwood for 20 cents per ride. Other special offers for Tri Delta Transit include a 20-Ride Pass offer, 
where commuters can buy one 20-Ride Pass and get one free, and a $20 Clipper Card Offer, where 
commuters can pledge to try transit as an alternative to driving alone to work or campus and receive a 
pre-loaded $20 Clipper card.  

Besides Brentwood, the buses stop in Antioch, Oakley, Byron, Discovery Bay, Bay Point, Pittsburg, 
Martinez, and Concord. The transit authority operates local and express routes on weekdays, local routes 
on weekends/holidays, and shuttle service to San Francisco 49ers home games. Major transfer points for 
majority of Tri Delta Transit’s routes include:  

 Brentwood Park & Ride in Brentwood 
 Antioch BART Station in Antioch 
 Pittsburg Center BART Station in 

Pittsburg 

 Pittsburg/Bay Point BART Station in 
Pittsburg 

 Los Medanos College in Pittsburg

Tri Delta Transit operates 21 bus lines at different times. On weekdays, 16 bus lines operate throughout 
the cities of Pittsburg, Antioch, Oakley, Brentwood, and far-west of Martinez, California. On weekends, 
only 5 bus lines operate throughout cities of Pittsburg, Antioch, Oakley, and Brentwood only. Weekend 
bus-lines tend to be longer to cover segments of many weekday-bus lines. Figure 3-31 shows Tri Delta 
Transit’s Weekday System Map, with Brentwood shown in the inset map.   
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Figure 3-31: Public Transit Routes in Brentwood 
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According to AllTransit, an online source of transit connectivity, access, and frequency data, 81.3% of jobs 
in Brentwood are located within half a mile of transit. However, only 3.26% of commuters use transit. 
AllTransit states that 0% of the population live near high-frequency transit, which may contribute to the 
low percentage of commuters who use public transit.  

Figure 3-32 is a map that illustrates transit scores from a range of 1< to >9, where higher scores indicate 
higher connectivity, access to jobs, and frequency of service. About 60% of the population live in areas 
with scores of 2–4; about 18% of the population live in areas with scores of 5–6; about 12% of the 
population live in areas with scores of 4–5. Areas with lower transit scores correlate with a high 
percentage of LMI populations.  

Overall, AllTransit scores Brentwood 3.7/10 for its transit performance, which means that the city has a 
low combination of trips per week and low number of jobs accessible enabling few people to take transit 
to work. AllTransit further scores Brentwood 2/100 on its transit connectivity index based on the number 
of bus routes and train stations within walking distance for households in a given Block Group scaled by 
the frequency of service.  

Figure 3-32: Transit Metric Map in Brentwood 

 

Economic Development 
Employment opportunities are depicted by two indices: (1) the labor market engagement index and (2) 
the jobs proximity index. The labor market engagement index provides a summary description of the 
relative intensity of labor market engagement and human capital in a neighborhood, taking into account 
the unemployment rate, labor-force participation rate, and percent with a bachelor’s degree or higher. 
The index ranges from 0 to 100, with higher values indicating higher labor force participation and human 
capital. The jobs proximity index quantifies the accessibility of a neighborhood to jobs in the region by 
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measuring the physical distances between jobs and places of residence. It too varies from 0 to 100, and 
higher scores point to better accessibility to employment opportunities. 

REGIONAL TRENDS 
In Contra Costa County, non-Hispanic Whites and non-Hispanic Asians/Pacific Islanders are at the top of 
the labor market engagement index with scores of 66.76 and 66.87 respectively. Non-Hispanic Blacks and 
Hispanics score the lowest in the county with scores around 32. (Refer to Table 3-29 for a full list of 
indices). Figure 3-33 shows the spatial variability of job proximity in Contra Costa County. Tracts extending 
north from Lafayette to Martinez and its surrounding unincorporated areas have the highest index values 
followed by its directly adjacent areas. Cities like Pittsburg, Antioch, Brentwood, Oakley, and Hercules 
have the lowest index scores (less than 20). Hispanic residents have the least access to employment 
opportunities with an index score of 45.11, whereas White residents have the highest index score of 49.30. 

Contra Cost County has wide-variety of economic scores ranging from less than 0.25–greater than .75 
(Figure 3-34). The County shows disparities in economic scores between the eastern and western regions, 
with the eastern region scoring lower than the western region. 

At the end of 2021, Contra Costa County had an unemployment rate of 4.2%-22,900 residents were 
without a job. Antioch, Pittsburg, and Richmond were amongst the cities with the highest unemployment 
rates, 6.6%, 5.6%, and 5.2% respectively. These cities were closely followed by Brentwood, Oakley, and 
San Pablo. The unemployment rates in cities within Contra Costa County correspond with low opportunity 
index scores.  

Figure 3-33: Residential Proximity to Job Locations in Contra Costa County 
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Figure 3-34: TCAC Opportunity Areas’ Economic Score in Contra Costa County 

 
LOCAL TRENDS  
The City of Brentwood had an unemployment rate of 4.9% at the end of 2021. Figure 3-35 shows the job 
proximity index by block group for the City of Brentwood. The majority of Brentwood has a Jobs Proximity 
Index of less than 20, meaning furthest proximity from jobs and longest commute times. Residents in 
northwest and northeast Brentwood are slightly closer in proximity with their jobs (indices of 20–40). 
Based on the ACS 2015-2019 5-year estimates, 18.64% of Brentwood residents have a commute time of 
60 to 89 minutes. 15.25% of residents have a commute time of 45–59 minutes, and 13.62% of residents 
have a commute time of 90 or more minutes. According to the Contra Costa County AI, the average transit 
commute times in Brentwood exceed 100 minutes.  

Overall, Brentwood has low-to-moderate economic scores ranging from less than 0.25–0.50 (Figure 3-36). 
Most of Brentwood have scores of 0.25–0.50. The most western and eastern parts of the city are in the 
lowest quartile of less than 0.25.  
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Figure 3-35: Job Proximity Index in Brentwood 

 
Figure 3-36: TCAC Opportunity Areas’ Economic Score in Brentwood 
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Environment 
The Environmental Health Index summarizes potential exposure to harmful toxins at a neighborhood 
level. Index values range from 0 to 100 and the higher the index value, the less exposure to toxins harmful 
to human health. Therefore, the higher the value, the better the environmental quality of a neighborhood, 
where a neighborhood is a census block-group. There are modest differences across racial and ethnic 
groups in neighborhood access to environmental quality. All racial/ethnic groups in the Consortium 
obtained moderate scores ranging from low 40s to mid–50s. Non-Hispanic Blacks and Hispanics have the 
lowest scores amongst all residents in Contra Costa County with scores of 43; whereas non-Hispanic 
Whites and Asians/Pacific Islanders have the highest scores (over 50) amongst all residents in Contra Costa 
County (Refer to Table 3-27). 

CalEnviroScreen was developed by the California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) to evaluate 
pollution sources in a community while accounting for a community’s vulnerability to the adverse effects 
of pollution. Measures of pollution burden and population characteristics are combined into a single 
composite score that is mapped and analyzed. Higher values on the index indicate higher cumulative 
environmental impacts on individuals arising from these burdens and population factors. 

The California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) compiles these scores to help 
identify California communities disproportionately burdened by multiple sources of pollution. In addition 
to environmental factors (pollutant exposure, groundwater threats, toxic sites, and hazardous materials 
exposure) and sensitive receptors (seniors, children, persons with asthma, and low birth weight infants), 
CalEnviroScreen also considers socioeconomic factors such as educational attainment, linguistic isolation, 
poverty, and unemployment. 

Figure 3-37: TCAC Opportunity Areas’ Environmental Score in Contra Costa County 
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REGIONAL TRENDS 
Figure 3-37 above displays the Environmental Score for Contra Costa County based on CalEnviroScreen 
3.0 Pollution Indicators and Values that identifies communities in California disproportionately burdened 
by multiple sources of pollution and face vulnerability due to socioeconomic factors. The highest scoring 
25% of census tracts were designated as disadvantaged communities. In Contra Costa County, 
disadvantaged communities include census tracts in North Richmond, Richmond, Pittsburg, San Pablo, 
Antioch, Rodeo, and Oakley. 

Figure 3-38 shows updated scores for CalEnviroScreen 4.0 released by the California Office of 
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment. Generally speaking, adverse environmental impacts are 
concentrated around the northern border of the county (Bay Point to Pittsburg) and the western border 
of the county (Richmond to Pinole). Areas around Concord to Antioch have moderate scores and the rest 
of the county has relatively low scores. From central Contra Costa County, an almost radial gradient effect 
can be seen from green to red (least to most pollution). 

Figure 3-38: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Results in Contra Costa County 

 
LOCAL TRENDS 
Environmental Scores for the City of Brentwood, shown in Figure 3-39, are considerably lower than the 
rest of the county. The eastern parts of the city have a score of less than 0.25, indicating a less positive 
environmental outcome. The western parts of the city have a higher score of 0.25–0.50. Updated 
CalEnviroScreen Scores in Figure 3-40 show a “necklace” of census tracts around north central Brentwood 
with scores between 50%–74%. The rest of the city has a score of 25%–49%.  
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Figure 3-39: TCAC Opportunity Areas’ Environmental Score in Brentwood 

 
Figure 3-40: CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Results in Brentwood 
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Health and Recreation  
The Healthy Places Index (HPI) is a new tool that allows local officials to diagnose and change community 
conditions that affect health outcomes and the wellbeing of residents. The HPI tool was developed by the 
Public Health Alliance of Southern California to assist in comparing community conditions across the state 
and combined 25 community characteristics such as housing, education, economic, and social factors into 
a single indexed HPI Percentile Score, where lower percentiles indicate lower conditions. 

REGIONAL TRENDS  
Figure 3-41 shows the HPI percentile score distributions for Contra Costa County. The majority of the 
County falls in the highest quarter, indicating healthier conditions. These areas have a lower percentage 
of minority populations and higher median incomes. The reverse is true for cities with the lowest 
percentile ranking, which indicates less healthy conditions, are Pittsburg, San Pablo, and Richmond. These 
areas have higher percentages of minority populations and lower median incomes.  

Figure 3-41:  Healthy Places Index in Contra Costa County 

 
LOCAL TRENDS 
Over 50% of census tracts in Brentwood are within the highest quartile (75–100) in the Healthy Places 
Index (Figure 3-42). Northwest and northeast Brentwood have slightly lower percentile rankings (50–75); 
these tracts correspond with tracts that have lower median gross rent (less than $2,000) and tracts that 
have high percentages of overpayment by renters.  
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Figure 3-42: Healthy Places Index in Brentwood 

 
Disproportionate Needs 
Disproportionate housing needs generally refers to a condition in which there are significant disparities in 
the proportion of members of a protected class experiencing a category of housing need when compared 
to the proportion of members of any other relevant groups, or the total population experiencing that 
category of housing need in the applicable geographic area. The Comprehensive Housing Affordability 
Strategy (CHAS) developed by the Census for HUD provides detailed information on housing needs by 
income level for different types of households in Contra Costa County. Housing problems considered by 
CHAS include:  

 Housing cost burden, including utilities, exceeding 30% of gross income;  
 Severe housing cost burden, including utilities, exceeding 50% of gross income;  
 Overcrowded conditions (housing units with more than one person per room); and 
 Units with physical defects (lacking complete kitchen or bathroom). 

Severe housing problems are defined as households with at least 1 of 4 housing problems: overcrowding, 
high housing costs, lack of kitchen facilities, or lack of plumbing facilities. 

According to the Contra Costa County AI, a total of 164,994 households (43.90%) in the county experience 
any one of the above housing problems; 85,009 households (22.62%) experience severe housing 
problems. Based on relative percentage, Hispanic households experience the highest rate of housing 
problems regardless of severity, followed by Black households and ‘Other’ races. Table 3-30 lists the 
demographics of households with housing problems in the County. DRAFT
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Hispanic and Black residents face particularly severe housing problems. These housing burdens are 
greatest in portions of Hercules (along with other cities like Richmond, North Richmond, San Pablo, 
Concord, Martinez, Pittsburg, Antioch, and Oakley).  

Table 3-30: Demographics of Households with Housing Problems in Contra Costa County 

Demographic 
Total Number of 

Households 
Households with Housing 

Problems 
Households with Severe 

Housing Problems 
White 213,302 80,864 37.91% 38,039 17.83% 

Black 34,275 19,316 56.36% 10,465 30.53% 

Asian/Pacific Islander 51,353 21,640 42.14% 10,447 20.34% 

Native American 1,211 482 39.80% 203 16.76% 

Other 10,355 5,090 49.15% 2,782 26.87% 

Hispanic 65,201 37,541 57.58% 23,002 35.28% 

Total 375,853 164,994 43.90% 85,009 22.62% 

Source: Contra Costa County AI (2020) 
 
There are significant disparities between the rates of housing problems that larger families (households 
of five or more people) experience and the rates of housing problems that families of five or fewer people 
experience. Larger families tend to experience housing problems more than smaller families. Non-family 
households in Contra Costa experience housing problems at a higher rate than smaller family households, 
but at a lower rate than larger family households. Table 3-31 lists the number of households with housing 
problems according to household type. 

Table 3-31: Number of Households with Housing Problems by Household Type in Contra Costa County 
Household Type No. of Households with Housing Problems 

Family Households (< 5 people) 85,176 
Family Households (> 5 people) 26,035 
Non-family Households 53,733 

Source: Contra Costa County AI (2020) 

Cost Burden 
Housing cost burden, or overpayment, is defined as households paying 30% or more of their gross income 
on housing expenses, including rent or mortgage payments and utilities. Renters are more likely to 
overpay for housing costs than homeowners. Housing cost burden is considered a housing need because 
households that overpay for housing costs may have difficulty affording other necessary expenses, such 
as childcare, transportation, and medical costs. 

REGIONAL TRENDS 
As presented in Table 3-32, almost 35.58% of all households experience cost burdens. Renters experience 
cost burdens at higher rates than owners (48.28% compared to 28.95%).  
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Table 3-32: Households that Experience Cost Burden by Tenure in Contra Costa County 

Total Number of Households 
Cost burden Percentage of Households that 

Experience Cost Burden  >30% to < 50% > 50% 

Owners Only 257,530 44,535 30,010 28.95% 

Renters Only 134,750 32,015 33,040 48.28% 

All Households 392,275 76,550 63,050 35.59% 
Source: https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/cp.html 

 
Figure 3-43 shows concentrations of cost burdened renter households in and around San Pablo, Pittsburg, 
Antioch, west Brentwood and Oakley, East San Ramon, and northern parts of Concord towards 
unincorporated areas. In these tracts, over 80% of renters experience cost burdens. The majority of east 
Contra Costa County has 60–80% of renter households that experience cost burdens; west Contra Costa 
County has 20–40% of renter households that experience cost burdens. Census tracts with a low 
percentage of cost-burdened households are located between San Ramon and Martinez on a north-south 
axis. In these tracts, less than 20% of renter households experience cost burdens. 

Figure 3-43: Distribution of Percentage of Overpayment by Renters in Contra Costa County 

 
LOCAL TRENDS  
In Brentwood, almost 40% of all households experience cost burden. Similar to Contra Costa County, 
renters experience higher rates of cost burdens than owners (55.30% to 34.62%) at a higher rate than the 
county. Refer to Table 3-33 below for households that experience cost burden by tenure.  
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Table 3-33: Households that Experience Cost Burden by Tenure in Brentwood 

Total Number of Households 
Cost burden Percentage of Households that 

Experience Cost Burden  >30% to < 50% > 50% 

Owners Only 14,690 3,310 1,775 34.62% 

Renters Only 4,855 1,315 1,370 55.30% 

All Households 19,545 4,625 3,145 39.75% 
Source: https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/cp.html, 2014–2018 

Figure 3-44 shows high concentrations of cost burdened renter households in western and central parts 
of Brentwood (over 80%). The rest of the city have 60%–80% of cost burdened renter households. By 
overlaying Figure 3-44 and 3-19, areas where renters experience cost burdens correspond with areas that 
have high percentages of renters who are in the HCV program. Cost-burdened households have lower 
median gross rents, lower scores on the healthy places index, and low economic scores compared to other 
areas of the city. The central tract that experiences high percentages of cost burden correspond to the 
only tract in the city with populations whose incomes are below the poverty level, as shown in Figure 3-
45.  

Figure 3-44: Distribution of Percentage of Overpayment by Renters in Brentwood 
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Figure 3-45: Population in Poverty in Brentwood 

 

Overcrowded Households  
Overcrowding is defined as housing units with more than one person per room (including dining and living 
rooms but excluding bathrooms and kitchen).  

REGIONAL TRENDS  
Figure 3-46 below indicates that Contra Costa County in general has low levels of overcrowded 
households. Tracts in San Pablo, Richmond, and Pittsburg with higher percentages of non-White 
population show higher concentrations of overcrowded households compared to the rest of the county. 
Monument Corridor, the only official R/ECAP in Contra Costa County, a predominantly Hispanic 
community in Concord, also exhibits more overcrowding than other parts of the County. 
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Figure 3-46: Distribution of Percentage of Overcrowded Households in Contra Costa County 

 
LOCAL TRENDS 
The City of Brentwood has a homogenous distribution of concentrations of overcrowded households as 
illustrated in Figure 3-47 below. All tracts in the city have less than 8.2% of overcrowded households. This 
could potentially be due to HCV use within the city, which could help maintain low levels of overcrowding 
even in areas where there is overpayment by renters. Furthermore, according to the ACS 2020 5-year 
estimates, the City of Brentwood has a high percentage (about 86%) of large housing units with 5 rooms 
and more. Only 0.40% of all housing units have 1 room, 0.80% have 2 rooms, 3.73% have 3 rooms, and 
8.31% have 4 rooms. Large housing units could be another factor in the low percentage of overcrowding. 
The median number of rooms per housing unit is 6.8.  
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Figure 3-47: Distribution of Percentage of Overcrowded Households in Brentwood 

 

Substandard Conditions 
Incomplete plumbing or kitchen facilities can be used to measure substandard housing conditions.  

REGIONAL TRENDS 
According to 2015–2019 ACS estimates, shown in Table 3-34, 0.86% of households in Contra Costa County 
lack complete kitchen facilities and 0.39% of households lack complete plumbing facilities. Renter 
households are more likely to lack complete facilities compared to owner households. 

Table 3-34: Substandard Housing Conditions by Tenure in Contra Costa County 

 Owner Renter All Households 
Lacking complete kitchen facilities 0.19% 0.67% 0.86% 
Lacking complete plumbing facilities 0.19% 0.20% 0.39% 
Source: American Community Survey, 2015-2019 (5-Year Estimates) 
 
LOCAL TRENDS 
According to 2015–2019 ACS estimates, shown in Table 3-35, substandard housing conditions in 
Brentwood follow similar patterns in Contra Costa County, where higher percentages of renter 
households have substandard housing conditions compared to owner households. Brentwood has a 
higher percentage of households lacking complete kitchen facilities than the County.  
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Table 3-35: Substandard Housing Conditions by Tenure in Brentwood 

  Owner Renter All Households 
Lacking complete kitchen facilities 0.41% 0.67% 0.86% 
Lacking complete plumbing facilities 0% 0.17% 0.17% 
Source: American Community Survey, 2015-2019 (5-Year Estimates) 

Displacement Risk 
Displacement occurs when housing costs or neighboring conditions force current residents out and rents 
become so high that lower-income people are excluded from moving in. UC Berkeley’s Urban 
Displacement Project (UDP) states that a census tract is a sensitive community if the proportion of very 
low income residents was above 20% in 2017 and the census tracts meets two of the following criteria: 
(1) Share of renters above 40% in 2017; (2) Share of Non-White population above 50% in 2017; (3) Share 
of very low-income households (50% AMI or below) that are also severely rent burdened households 
above the county median in 2017; or (4) Nearby areas have been experiencing displacement pressures.  

REGIONAL TRENDS 
Using the methodology above, sensitive communities were identified in areas between El Cerrito and 
Pinole; Pittsburg, Antioch and Clayton; East Brentwood; and unincorporated land in Bay Point. Small 
pockets of Sensitive Communities are also found in central Contra Costa County from Lafayette towards 
Concord. Refer to Figure 3-48. 

Figure 3-48: Contra Costa County Sensitive Communities - Urban Displacement Project 
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LOCAL TRENDS 
In 2015, the UDP conducted research on gentrification and displacement in the Bay Area, which concluded 
that nearly 48% of Bay Area neighborhoods are experiencing displacement. However, in Brentwood, only 
the easternmost census tracts were identified as sensitive communities (see Figure 3-49). These areas 
correspond to block groups with higher percentages of non-white populations,  

Figure 3-49: Brentwood Sensitive Communities - Urban Displacement Project 

 

At-Risk Assisted Affordable Housing  
Jurisdictions are required by State Housing Element Law to analyze government-assisted housing that is 
eligible to convert from lower income to market rate housing over the next 10 years. State law identifies 
housing assistance as a rental subsidy, mortgage subsidy or mortgage insurance to an assisted housing 
development. Government assisted housing may convert to market rate housing for several reasons, 
including expiring subsidies, mortgage repayments, or expiration of affordability restrictions. Affordable 
covenants help to ensure that certain housing units remain affordable for an extended period of time. 
Covenants help balance the housing market in a community and provide lasting affordable options to low 
and very low-income households. 

Table 3-36 below provides a list of 96 housing units with affordability covenants, of which 9 housing units 
are at-risk of converting to market-rate between 2023 and 2033. Consistent with the requirements to 
analyze the impacts of the potential conversion of these units to market-rate units, this section provides 
an analysis of preservation of assisted housing units at-risk of conversion.  
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Table 3-36: City of Brentwood Assisted Housing Covenants (2023-2033) 

APN Address Income 
Earliest Possible 

Date of Conversion 
Assisted Units 

010-650-010 621 Cashew Court Moderate 2036 1 
010-650-033 671 Armstrong Way Very Low 2034 1 
010-660-009 517 Edgefield Street Very Low 2035 1 
010-670-042 522 Coconut Place Moderate 2035 1 
010-770-018 300 Datenut Street Moderate 2032 1 
010-650-025 644 Macadamia Court Moderate 2044 1 
010-670-033 519 Coconut Place Moderate 2033 1 
010-660-049 504 Edgefield Street Moderate 2032 1 
010-670-007 172 Continente Ave Moderate 2033 1 
010-770-040 623 Armstrong Way Moderate 2033 1 
010-660-064 532 Coconut Street Moderate 2032 1 
010-660-053 533 Coconut Street Moderate 2032 1 
010-660-003 204 Continente Ave Moderate 2032 1 
010-770-031 588 Flowering Plum Place Moderate 2043 1 
010-770-005 541 Cashew Place Moderate 2045 1 
010-650-019 651 Macadamia Court Moderate 2032 1 
012-350-004 81 Rossano Street Very Low 2053 1 
013-380-105 828 Shasta Daisy Drive Very Low 2049 1 
013-400-013 124 Kingfisher Street Low 2063 1 
013-400-016 118 Kingfisher Street Very Low 2050 1 
013-400-023 95 Pelican Street Very Low 2050 1 
013-400-052 83 Roadrunner Street Very Low 2056 1 
013-400-053 81 Ibis Street Very Low 2050 1 
013-400-058 71 Roadrunner Street Moderate 2062 1 
013-400-064 111 Spruce Street Low 2050 1 
013-410-028 935 Oxford Lane Moderate 2052 1 
013-410-033 919 Oxford Lane Moderate 2050 1 
016-300-004 281 Washington Drive Moderate 2050 1 
016-300-016 251 Washington Drive Moderate 2050 1 
016-300-017 247 Washington Drive Moderate 2050 1 
016-300-110 352 Jefferson Drive Moderate 2050 1 
016-300-119 293 Washington Drive Moderate 2064 1 
016-300-217 1333 Harrison Lane Moderate 2059 1 
016-300-254 364 Jefferson Drive Moderate 2065 1 
018-470-004 1351 Tiffany Drive Low 2050 1 
018-520-030 1183 Tropicana Lane Low 2057 1 
018-520-070 2523 Albertine Lane Low 2050 1 
018-520-071 1133 Europena Drive Low 2050 1 
018-520-072 1272 Picadilly Lane Low 2051 1 
018-560-020 1085 Granville Lane Very Low 2051 1 
018-560-021 1237 Sheldon Drive Low 2051 1 
018-560-042 1135 Breton Drive Low 2051 1 
018-560-043 1097 Granville Lane Low 2051 1 
019-760-059 1500 Rampart Way Very Low 2050 1 
019-760-060 1999 Helena Way Low 2050 1 
019-840-090 1862 White Sands Street Low 2051 1 
019-850-007 2394 Tamalpais Avenue Low 2051 1 
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Table 3-36: City of Brentwood Assisted Housing Covenants (2023-2033) 

APN Address Income 
Earliest Possible 

Date of Conversion 
Assisted Units 

019-840-029 2461 Mojave Drive Very Low 2055 1 
019-840-020 2442 Mojave Drive Low 2055 1 
019-850-089 2414 Tamalpais Court Low 2055 1 
019-850-081 2348 Blue Ridge Avenue Low 2055 1 
019-850-077 2345 Blue Ridge Avenue Low 2055 1 
019-850-053 2263 Black Stone Drive Low 2056 1 
019-850-072 2331 Blue Ridge Avenue Low 2056 1 
019-850-065 2317 Blue Ridge Avenue Low 2056 1 
019-850-018 2322 Blue Ridge Avenue Low 2056 1 
019-850-035 2284 Black Stone Drive Very Low 2066 1 
016-480-048 1652 Bedford Court Low 2057 1 
016-480-049 1650 Bedford Court Very Low 2057 1 

016-490-012-8 473 Milford Court Low 2058 1 
018-620-048 2600 Brookshire Street Low 2059 1 
018-610-079 1063 Steeple Boulevard Very Low 2059 1 

016-520-025-4 1355 Bellerose Court Low 2059 1 
017-640-041 816 Queen Palm Lane Low 2060 1 
016-460-053 614 Bristol Court Low 2061 1 
016-460-054 616 Bristol Court Low 2061 1 
016-490-028 470 Stratford Court Low 2062 1 

016-510-0066 708 Jennifer Street Very Low 2063 1 
016-510-0074 710 Jennifer Street Very Low 2063 1 
016-570-062 204 Sespe Creek Avenue Low 2065 1 
016-570-031 133 Scott Creek Way Very Low 2065 1 

016-580-073-1 175 Brush Creek Drive Low 2066 1 
016-580-038-4 162 Canary Creek Drive Low 2066 1 
016-590-068 208 Brush Creek Drive Low 2066 1 

Total Units 75 
TOTAL AT-RISK UNITS 6 

COST OF PRESERVING AT-RISK UNITS 
While there are many options to preserve at-risk units including providing financial incentives to property 
owners to extend lower-income use restrictions, purchasing affordable housing units by a non-profit or 
public agency, or providing local subsidies to offset the difference between the affordable and market 
rate units, the strategy considered below is to provide local rental subsidy to residents. The rent subsidy 
would provide financial assistance to residents if their affordable units converted to market-rate units. To 
determine the subsidy needed, fair market rents were compared to market-rate rents. Table 3-37 below 
outlines an estimated monthly subsidy that would be required to preserve these at-risk units. 
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Table 3-37: Estimated Monthly Subsidy to Preserve At-Risk Units 

Unit Size 
Monthly Rents Number of 

Units  
At-Risk* 

Difference 
Monthly 
Subsidy 

Annual 
Subsidy Fair Market 1 

Average 
Market Rate2 

Efficiency $1,538 N/A 0 - - - 
1-Bedroom $1,854 N/A 0 - - - 
2-Bedroom $2,274 $3,150 0 $876  $0  $0  
3-Bedroom $3,006 $3,000 0 ($6) $0  $0  
4-Bedroom $3,578 $3,597 6 $19  $114  $1,368  

Total $1.368 
*This is based upon the assumption that the single-family units at-risk of converting to market rate all contain 4 bedrooms. 
Source: 

1. HUD FY 2022 Fair Market Rent Documentation System – Oakland-Fremont, CA HUD Metro FMR Area. 
2. Kimley-Horn and Associates Analysis – based on 39 single-family units listed for rent on August 3, 2022. 

COST OF REPLACING AT-RISK UNITS 
The City can also consider the cost of replacing the units with new construction. Construction cost 
estimates include all hard and soft costs associated with construction in addition to per unit land costs. 
The analysis assumes the replacement units are apartments with concrete block with steel frame buildings 
and parking provided on-site. Square footage estimates are based on estimated size of units to be 
replaced and assume housing units are developed on multi-family zoned properties. Land costs have been 
determined on a per unit basis. Table 3-38 below estimates that $2,396,591 would be required to replace 
the at-risk units. 

Table 3-38: Replacement Cost of At-Risk Units 

Unit Size 
Cost per 

Square Foot1 

Average 
Square Foot 

per Unit2 

Replacement 
Cost per Unit 

Number of 
Units At-Risk*  

Total 
Replacement 

Cost 
Efficiency $160.35 N/A - - - 
1-Bedroom $160.35 N/A - - - 
2-Bedroom $160.35 1,582 $253,673.70  0 $0.00  
3-Bedroom $160.35 1,854 $297,288.90  0 $0.00  
4-Bedroom $160.35 2,491 $399,431.85  74 $2,396,591.10  

Total $2,396,591.10  
* This is based upon the assumption that the single-family units at-risk of converting to market rate all contain 4 bedrooms. 
Source: 

1. International Code Council – February 2022. Square Foot Construction Cost for a VA Structure. 
2. Kimley-Horn and Associates Analysis – based on 39 single-family units listed for rent on August 3, 2022. 

A variety of programs exist to help cities acquire, replace, or subsidize at-risk affordable housing units. 
The following summarizes financial resources available: 

 Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) – CDBG funds are awarded to cities on a formula 
basis for housing activities. The primary objective of the CDBG program is the development of 
viable communities through the provision of decent housing, a suitable living environment and 
economic opportunity for principally low- and moderate-income persons. Eligible activities 
include administration, fair housing, energy conservation and renewable energy sources, 
assistance for economic development, public facilities and improvements and public services.  
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 HOME Investment Partnership – Local jurisdiction can receive funds by formula from the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to increase the supply of decent, safe, 
sanitary, and affordable housing to lower income households. Eligible activities include housing 
acquisition, rehabilitation, and development, homebuyer assistance, and rental assistance.  

 Section 8 Rental Assistance Program – The Section 8 Rental Assistance Program provides rental 
assistance payments to owners of private, market rate units on behalf of very low-income tenants, 
senior citizens, disabled and/or handicapped persons, and other individuals for securing 
affordable housing.  

 Section 202/811 Program – Non-profit and consumer cooperatives can receive no-interest capital 
advances from HUD under the Section 202 program for the construction of very low-income rental 
housing with the availability of supportive services for seniors and persons with disabilities. These 
funds can be used in conjunction with Section 811, which can be used to develop group homes, 
independent living facilities and immediate care facilities. The capital advance funding can also 
provide project rental assistance for the properties developed using the funds. Eligible activities 
include acquisition, rehabilitation, new construction, and rental assistance.  

 California Housing Finance Agency (CalHFA) Multifamily Programs – CalHFA’s Multifamily 
Programs provide permanent financing for the acquisition, rehabilitation, and preservation of 
new construction of rental housing that includes affordable rents for low- and moderate-income 
families and individuals. One of the programs is the Preservation Loan program which provides 
acquisition/rehabilitation and permanent loan financing designed to preserve or increase the 
affordability status of existing multifamily housing projects.  

 Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) – This program provides tax credits to individuals and 
corporations that invest in low-income rental housing. Tax credits are sold to those with high tax 
liability and proceeds are used to create housing. Eligible activities include new construction, 
rehabilitation, and acquisition of properties.  

 California Community Reinvestment Corporation (CCRC) – The California Community 
Reinvestment Corporation is a multifamily affordable housing lender whose mission is to increase 
the availability of affordable housing for low-income families, seniors, and residents with special 
needs by facilitating private capital flow from its investors for debt and equity to developers of 
affordable housing. Eligible activities include new construction, rehabilitation, and acquisition of 
properties. 

The following organizations may potentially assist in preserving units at-risk of converting to market rate. 

 ACLC, Inc 
 East Bay NHS  
 Affordable Housing Associates 
 Eskaton Properties Inc. 
 Rural California Housing Corp 
 East Bay Asian Local Development 

Corporation 
 Pacific Community Services, Inc. 
 Rubicon Programs, Inc. Community 

Housing Development Corp. 

 Satellite Housing Inc. 
 Northern California Land Trust, Inc. 
 Alameda County Allied Housing 

Program 
 ROEM Development Corporation 
 Neighborhood Housing Services of the 

East Bay 
 L + M Fund Management LLC 

Senate Bill 330 (SB 330) 
Effective January 1, 2020, Senate Bill 330 (SB 330) aims to increase residential unit development, protect 
existing housing inventory, and expedite permit processing. Under this legislation, municipal and county 
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agencies are restricted in ordinances and polices that can be applied to residential development. The 
revised definition of “Housing Development” now contains residential projects of two or more units, 
mixed-use projects (with two-thirds of the floor area designated for residential use), transitional, 
supportive, and emergency housing projects. SB 330 sets a temporary 5-year prohibition of residential 
density reduction associated with a “housing development project”, from January 1, 2020, to January 1, 
2025.  For example, during this temporary prohibition, a residential triplex cannot be demolished and 
replaced with a duplex as this would be a net loss of one unit. 

The City has identified sites as part of its candidate sites analysis that have existing residential uses. A 
replacement program is included in Section 4: Housing Plan.  

2. Assessment of Contributing Factors 

The Contra Costa AI identifies the following regional goals for mitigating impediments to fair housing 
within jurisdictions in Contra Costa County: 

 Increase available financial resources for affordable housing in order to better fund efforts to 
foster stable residential integration and increased access to opportunity; 

 Provide for the production of additional affordable housing through market incentives and 
improvements; 

 Increase residential racial and ethnic integration by increasing the supply of affordable housing 
for families in high opportunity areas; 

 Increase the supply of permanent supportive housing for people with disabilities and services for 
people with disabilities; 

 Reduce housing discrimination and discriminatory barriers to residential mobility; 
 Address barriers to mobility for families and individuals in publicly-supported housing, including 

Housing Choice Voucher participants; 
 Reduce the displacement of low-income communities of color by enhancing protections for 

vulnerable tenants and homeowners and preserving affordable housing in areas that are 
gentrifying or at risk of gentrification; 

 Increase access to opportunity through targeted public investments and efforts to increase 
economic mobility within Racially or Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/ECAPs); 

 Increase and stabilize access to proficient schools; 
 Increase coordination of housing and environmental health planning to support access to healthy 

homes and neighborhood; and 
 Improve inter-jurisdictional coordination. 

Current Local Contributing Factors 
As a part of the Housing Element, the City considers protected class (such as race, ethnicity, income, etc.) 
and opportunity indicators as key factors in fair housing. Federal, state, and local data provide regional 
context, background information and supportive data which helps the City to understand fair housing 
issues and to identify key fair housing factors for Brentwood. The section below uses available data to 
identify key trends and local contributing factors for fair housing. Key findings identified through this 
analysis are stated below: 

 All but four census tracts earn an annual income higher than the State Median Income, many of 
which earn more than $125,000.  
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 Census tracts earning equal or less than the State Median Income experienced lower access to 
resources. 

 Census tracts earning equal or less than the State Median Income experienced higher 
environmental burdens. 

 Census tracts earning equal or less than the State Median Income experienced a higher 
concentration of overpayment from both owners and renters. 

 Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander and Black or African American had the lowest loan 
approval rates in the City. 

 The racial and ethnic groups with the highest levels of segregation is the Black or African 
American, non-Hispanic population and Hispanic or Latino population. 

 The whole City experiences poor job proximity and transportation connectivity. 
 

There are a number of elements that may contribute to fair housing issues throughout the community. 
The following provides potential contributing factors affecting fair housing in Brentwood: 

 Displacement of Residents Due to Economic Pressures – Displacement of residents due to 
economic pressures may be a contributing factor to fair housing in Brentwood. Contra Costa 
County has been facing a major affordable housing crisis for years due to factors including 
insufficient housing production, especially in predominantly non-Hispanic White high-opportunity 
areas, and a strong regional economy. The rising housing costs during the COVID-19 exacerbated 
current conditions. 

 Availability of Affordable Housing – Section 2 of this Housing Element provides data on 
household and economic characteristics. The City has an unemployment rate of 4.3 percent and 
32 percent of the employed population earn a lower income (below 80 percent of the Median 
Family Income for the region). In addition to allowing for the development of additional affordable 
housing units for current lower income residents, the City should provide additional resources 
and outreach to organizations and residents regarding aid available for those in need. 

 Environmental Justice Discrepancy – Excessive exposure to harmful environmental pollutants 
often exacerbate and are exacerbated by socioeconomic issues such as lack of access to resources, 
healthy food, or housing. Lack of affordable housing in areas where resources are higher, 
exposure to harmful pollutants is lower and opportunities are more plentiful would mitigate this 
effect on the residents. 
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